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CHEMISTRY OF APPLICATION
OF CALCINATION/DISSOLUTION

TO THE HANFORD TANK WASTE INVENTORY

C. H. Delegard
T. D. Elcan

- B.E. Hey

Q

ABSTRACT

Approximately 330,000 motric tons of sodium-rich radioactive waste

originating from separation of plutonium from irradiated uranium fuel are

stored in underground tanks at the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Hanford

Site in Washington State. Fractionation of the waste into low-level waste

(LIN) and high-level waste (HLW) streams is envisioned via partial water

dissolution and limited radionuclide extraction operations. Under optimum

conditions, LLWwould contain most of the chemical bulk while HLWwould

contain virtually all of the transuranic and fission product activity. The

fractionation will be followed by production of durable waste forms (e.g.,

glass) for separate long-term storage of LLWand HLWfractions. Under this

fractionation scheme, the water-insoluble solids, including insoluble

radionuclides plus soluble radionuclides separated from the LLWfraction, will

go tothe HLWfraction.

Calcination at around 850 =C, followed by water dissolution, has been

proposed as an alternative initial treatment of Hanford Site waste to improve

• waste dissolution and the envisioned LLW/HLWsplit. Results of literature and

laboratory studies are reported on the application of calcination/dissolution

(C/D) to the fractionation of the HanfordSite tank waste inventory. Both

simulated and genuine HanfordSite waste materials were used in the lab tests.
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The evaluation confirmed that C/D processing reduced the amount of

several components from the waste Organic carbon was converted to carbonate

while nitrate and nitrite were converted to hydroxide ion and oxygen offgases

The evaluation also showed that calcination of the high-sodium, high-nitrate,

alkaline waste achieved oxidizing and chemically aggressive conditions similar

to classical, analytical fusions. Using C/O processing of simulated and

genuine HanfordSite waste, solubilizations of formerly insoluble aluminum and

chromium phases were demonstrated. The benefits of (C/D) processing, as based

on these test results, are as follows:

• Destruction of organic components--up to 97%

• Destruction of nitrate and nitrite--90 to 99.5%

• $olubtlizatfon of nonradioactive aluminum and chromium--80 to

99% aluminum, 95 to >99% chromium

The C/D dissolutions of aluminum and chromium allow redistribution of

these waste components from the HLWto the LLWfraction. This is envisioned

to be a significant advantage because immobilization and disposal of HLW is

expected to be considerably more expensive on a unit basis than that of LLW.

Comparisons of simple water-washing with C/D processing of genuine

HanfordSite waste are also reported based on material (radionuclide and

chemical) distributions to solution and solid residue phases. Depending on

the waste source, aluminum dissolution by water wash was about 0.1 to 5% while

chromium dissolution was about 2%. The lab results show that C/D processing

yielded superior dissolution of aluminum and chromium sludges compared to

simple water dissolution.

v1
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Calcination/dissolution (C/D) has been proposed as a method to treat
Hanford Site tank waste to destroy organic, ferrocyanide, and nitrate and
nitrite salts and thus, reduce the chemical quantity of waste material
(Colby 1993). Chemistry development of this technology, via laboratory and

. literature studies, is being conducted to support an investigation of C/D as
an initial pretreatment processing option, as well as a possible alternative
waste treatment option in other waste processing scenarios. This report

. summarizesthe resultsof chemicalliteraturereviewsand laboratorystudies
of C/D conductedin fiscalyear (FY) Igg3.

In the calcinationstep of the C/D approachto waste pretreatment,the
waste solutions,salt cakes, and sludgescomprisingthe waste will be heated
to decomposethe inorganicanions nitrite (NO2")and nitrate (NO_'),organic
waste components,(e.g.,ethylenediaminetetra_cetate[EDTA],
N-2-hydroxyethylethylenediaminetriacetate[HEDTA],tributylphosphateand
degradationprnductsof the sourceorganics)and inorganicfuel-richwaste
components(e.g.,ferrocyanides): At high temperatures,a fluid, molten salt
based on sodium hydroxide (NaOH)is produced in which NaOH acts as a solvent
capableof metathesizing,demineralizing,and dissolvingresidualwaste
constituents.

The calcinationstep is followedby (partial)dissolutionin water of
the resultingNaOH melt. The dissolutionstep will producewater-solubleand
-insoluble streams. The water-solublestrea_ containingfissionproducts
(e.g.,cesium-137 [137Cs]and technetium-gg['Tc]) and the sodium salts
(primarilyNaOH), may be treatedfurtherto remove radionuclidesand other
hazardousmaterialsbefore being processedto an engineeredlow-levelwaste
(LLW) form.

The water-insolublestream is expectedto cgAtainthe long-lived
tc._n§._ranic(TRU) isotopes (e;9.,neptunium-237["'Np],plutonium-Z3g,-240

[_"""Pu] and _ericium-241 ["'Am])and insolublefissionproducts (e.g.,
strontium-90[USr]), as well as nonradioactivealuminosilicatesand the
multivalentmetal oxides,hydroxides,and phosphates. The water-insoluble
streammay be fed to high-levelwaste (HLW) (e.g.,the vitrificationplant).
The residuemay also undergo furthertreatmentsto isolatehazardouschemical
or radioactivecomponentsstill present in the residuebefore consignmentto
HLW treatment.

The attractionof C/D processinglies in its abilityto eliminate
. significantchemicalcomponentsfrom the waste inventory,and thus, the

necessityto processor immobilizethose componentsto produce an engineered
final waste form (e.g.,glass). The C/D processingalso stabilizesthe waste

• if intermediatestorage is requiredbefore final (glass)disposition. The
componentseliminatedby C/D are organic species (withtheir risks of chemical
instabilityand implicationas vectors for radionuclidemigration for
intermediatestorage)and the nitrite and nitrate anions (with their high
leachabilityand bulk for intermediatestorageand their attendantgas-
generationproblems in glass processing).

I-I
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By using the sodium hydroxide present in the waste, as well as the
hydroxide produced by calcination of nitrite and nitrate, C/D can also
solubtltze aluminum-bearing compoundspresent in the tanked waste. The
dissolved aluminum materials then may be immobilized in the LLWfraction
rather than tn the HLWfraction. Similarly, oxidation of sparingly soluble
chromium hydroxide [Cr(OH);] present in the waste to form soluble chromate
effects a redistribution oF chromium from the HLWto the LLWfraction. Thus,
reducing the quantity of HLW.

This paper summarizes and presents the current state of knowledge of the
overall chemtca] and radionuclide inventory of the Hanford Stte waste in light
of its potential processing via C/D. The evaluation is based on both
literature and laboratory studies (ustng both simulated and genuine Hartford
Stte waste materials) to descrtbe the chemical behavior of the waste as it
undergoes the separate calcination and dissolution treatments.

1-2
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2.0 CHEMICALANDRADIONUCLIDEINVENTORYOF HANFORDSITE HASTE

The inventory of Hanford Site waste is contained in 149 single-shell
tanks (SST) and 28 double-shell tanks (DST). Estimates and projections of the
quantity of chemical constituents present in these tanks are based on the
quantity of materials processed through the various plutonium separation,

. plutonium and uranium recovery, and waste managementoperations conducted
during the 50 years of Hanford Site chemical processing operations. Estimates
also are based on limited sampling and analysis of the stored waste materials.

w

The inventories of chemical constituents present in both the SST and DST
have been published by Boomer et al. (1993). The data from these separate
projections have been combined and are presented in Table 2-1. The summary
data for the Hanford Site tanked waste (obtained by summing the SST and DST
data) arepresented graphically in Figure 2-1.

Though the listing in Table 2-1 presents a large number of chemical
elements and species, it is not Inclusive and omits, for example, many fission
product elements and species present as trace impurities in the bulk chemicals
used in the Hanford Site operations. Nevertheless, the inventory data show
that the Hanford Site waste can be considered, in large part, to be an
alkaline aqueous mixture of water-soluble sodium salts (hydroxide, aluminate,
nitrate, nitrite, carbonate, phosphate). In fact, water (45.3 mo}e%) and
sodium and the accompanying soluble anions (48.8 mole%) dominate the waste
chemical inventory.

Many of the remaining multivalent metallic constituents will exist as
hydroxides, hydrated oxides, aluminosilicates, phosphates, or other
poorly-soluble species. Notwithstanding the soluble sodium aluminate,
poorly-soluble materials include significant aluminum present in the waste as
aluminum hydroxide (gibbsite and bayerite) and oxyhydroxide (bOhmite), as well
as the transition and lanthanide metal oxides/hydroxides. These
water-insoluble constituents still represent a formidable quantity of material
for long-term immobilization because they will contain the long-lived TRU
radioisotopes of plutonium, americium, and neptunium and be relegated to the
HLWfraction.

Because TRUelements require immobilization in a durable and expensive
waste form, such as glass in canisters, the presence of tramp nonradioactive
materials strongly increases the quantity of material requiring immobilization
in the HLWrepository. The sensitivity of the "canister count" to the
presence of nonradioactive, poorly-soluble materials has recently been

. described (Swanson 1993).

In addition, the waste inventory presented in Table 2-1 and depicted in
- Figure 2-1 is not distributed uniformly in the 177 Hanford Site waste tanks.

For example, 400 metric tons of diatomaceous earth representing about
170 metric tons of silicon were deposited for use as a liquid sorbent in six
waste tanks (Tanks 241-BX-102, -SX-113, -TX-116, -TX-117, -TY-106 and -U-104).
These 170 tons compare with the 504 tons of silicon present in all Hanford
Site waste.
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Table 2-I. ChemicalConstituentInventoryof SST, DST, and Waste Total.
Derl_edfrom Boomer et al. (1993).

...... Formula _! Wu_ mum MOb ....

Componmt SST (ir_) DST (ir41) Walt: mum (ks) weight _) SST (mol) i DST (mol) (mol) hzctionii

All - 4141e_t'02 4.41.4"02 107.87 -- 4.09e+03 4.0_+W" i 3.4000'7

.,J 2.,_+o6 2.o_+o_ 4.,_+o_ 26.98' 9.o,_+o__._+o7 1._+03 ,.m_
-- iii iiiiimll • ill ,ll i ,mi i ii i

•_ - 8.41s.02 8.41o+02 '74._ - 1.13e+04 1.12e+04 9.J_o.07

- - 2.ss,+o3 ' 2.ss,+o_ io.'u ' '- ...._.3_os 23&,+os l.W,_
Be 6.0"/e.02 I'TJo+03 2_34e+03 -- 13713,6 4.42e.03 1.2_+04 1.70e_I-04' _ 1.42o-06

" |.28e.0_ |._'_'04 " IL.444D._ ' 40.08 ' 3. i_+00 3 • qY'JO"_05 3.590.06' 2.1_)0"04 I'

Cd _ oI_k_a_*a O_ 6. J'_'0+03 11"O_ '_m04 1121_ III 3.42e+04 5.970.04 9.39e+04'" 7.82o.06

2.3$e+0J " 2.3_+05 140."12 1.58o+06 - 1.Me+06 1.40o_

- 8.14e:0.02 8.1_+02 58.91 - 1.31_+04 1.31_+0,,I 1.15o-06

Cr 9.590+04 6.51o+04 1.61e+05 52,'00 1.94e+06 1.2Se+(M 3. toe+06 2,$804)4

ca - ,._0+o_ 1._0+o3 _.s5 -. 1._+o4 _.,4,+o4 1.610.o6

'_ 9:_+_ s.s3e+_.... _.,_+0_ _._ 4._+_ L_+m ).7_+_ - 4._
r $._Po+N 1.0_+00 1.1._+06 39.10 1.53e+06 2._}e+G? 2.94e+07 2.45e-03

.... 1_'_+_ ".... 1.8_+_ 138.91 1.3_+_ '- 1.3_.0,1 1.13o-06

- 5._3_-m s.33o+0_ 24.31 - 2._,+03 2.1_+05 '" 1.,_
_,, t:o.+os.... 140.:_04 _,.+os s4.4 21..+0_ 25s,_os 244.+00 20_.04

" _ "' - n._+_ '8.t_+_ ,i_ - n.4_._ _.4_+_ ' _._
N, " S_';,+o7 l.S';.+o_....... 6._4_+o') 22.99 2.2.5e+o9 6.830+08 2.930-+o9 _.44e,.ol
Ni 1.7k+05 1._+O4 1.8_+_ 58.70 3.03o+06 1."/_:;0_ 3.21e+06 2.67e-04

..... _ 4._me+05 3.43e+0_ " 4,$ge+05 207.19 2.11_+_ 1._+04 2.1_+06 1.T7e-04

,_ ..... -- 1_• 16ia_.O4 I 1.1_.04 142.00 - 8.1'7e-_04 8.17e+04 6.80e-06

Rh - &.42e+02 4.42e+02 ] 11T2.91..... -- • '14.301B"_03 4.30e+03 3.511e-0"7

]itU -- 5.:$3;'+02 ' 5.530+02 _ IOl.O? - 5.47o"g'0_ -- 5.47o+03 4.560"07
$i 4.46e+0S 5.82e+04 5.04e+05 28.09 .... 1.59e+07 2.07o+1)6 1.79e+07 1.49e-03

S.37e+00 -' "$.37o+00 118.59" 4.$_+01 " - .... ,I.53e+01 3._/e-00

Sr 3.5_+04 - 3.5(k_+O4 871'62 4.11e+05 - 4.11o+0_ 3.4_..05

- 4.4_.02 "4.4_+02 47.90 - 9.29o+03 9.29e.03' ?.74_07

U " - $.lLSe+04 ....3.850+04 238,03 " '- 1.6|e'+05 'i.61e+O_ 1._1_05

W n 6e O_0t.O_ -- 6.0_. 02 18_ei_ I 3.2%+03 -- 3.270.03 2._e,.07

" _ '" -- '2.2_61D.03 I 2.260_ _._ - 3._+04 '],_+0,1 2.11_

Z_r ' _.47".0_ 3.130.05 ' 5,GO_.O_ 91°_ _.7_._ 'a 'd_l_l'_ O_ i In6' 130+06 5" 110'm04

i _ .... 4.00e.04 3.g4e+05 14._4o.05 3S.45 ,1 1°130.0_ 1.11e+07 |.22e-_07 i._ "

u C_ _" 1.61o+06 1.G7o+06 2,68o+05 50.00 2.Me+O? 1.78e+07 _ 4.470+0"/ 3,?20-03

.... e n • O_PQ._ 2°930.05 u" |.|00._ i9o00 4o_.07 | °,_Mk_. (_7 1115°7k+07 4.81e'0_ " •

NC_"" 4.SOe+()6 4.7?0+06 "9,570+06 46.01' 1.0,q_+0S 1.0,i_+08 2.0Se.+OS- 1._e-02

'NO; .... 9.67e+_7 1.2_+0"/ 1.0_+08 52.00 1..T_k_.t-00 2.03e+08 1.75e.09 11.'47,iD-0| "

....._- 9.1_+_s _.,_+00 .....l.n_+_ _._' 5.3_+_ 5._+_ 1.1,o_:o_ _/_o_ .......
P04 _" 8 .'Td_.0_ 2. i30"_'05 ' 8.950.0_ 94.97 9.200.0_ 2o_04D.06 It).430_0_ '7. n_0_

..........so,' L6.5o+_ _s_+o5 2.o1,,+_ _ 1._+o_ 3._'_,+_ 2._+_ 1_

i_0 4.48e+07 5.$$e+07 9.81e+07 18.02 2.49e+09 2.96e+09 5.44e-_.09 4..55o.01

_.o_,+oa _3,_ ...... _ 7._o+o_ 4._+_ _t._._no L00o+00....
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Figure ;!-1. Molar Chemical Inventory of Hanford Site Waste.
Oertved from Boomer et al. (1993).
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The waste composition found tn a particular tank ts subject to the
plutonium separation process producing the waste, as well as any ensutng waste
volume reduction and processing schemesenacted on the tank's contents. Tank-
to-tank transfers of supernatant solutton and waste blending also contribute
to confounding simple prediction of the contents of any particular tank.
A number of waste types have been Identified based on the waste generation
history.

2.1 W_STETYPESPJiDCORPOSITIONS

Efforts are underway to characterize the waste materials present tn the
Hanford Stte waste tanks (especially the SST). In nearly all cases, however,
data are limtted and estimated waste compositions, based on process flowsheet
information, tank transfer records, and projected compoundsolubilities, must
be used. To investigate the C/D approach to waste processing, several waste
types were selected as an initial basis for study. In addition to the overall
Hanford Stte waste composition presented tn Table 2-1, the following waste
types are proposed as models tn C/D study.

• Complexant concentrate (Tank 241-SY-101).
• REDOXsludge.
• Btsmuth Phosphate Process ftrst and second cycle waste.
• Sodium nitrate salt cake.
• Plutonium Finishing Plant (FFP) waste.

The ftve waste types ltsted above do not represent all posstble waste
types present. Rather, they will encompassthe bulk of the Hanford Site waste
(hence, the sodtum nttrate salt cake and the Btsmuth Phosphate Process waste)
and identify certatn waste types suspected of being particularly challenging
to the C/D approach (REDOXsludge, PFP waste) and of current concern
(complexant concentrate [CC], such as that present tn Tank 241-SY-101). The
following secttons present the compositions of the ftve selected waste types.

2.1.1 Cmaplexant Concentrate

Complexant concentrate waste contatns a high concentration of organtc
complexants (e.g., EOTA,HEOTA,cttrate, glycolate) from B Plant strontium
removal processing and the organtc degradation products resulting from
degradation of the source organics. One tank containing CC waste ts
241-SY-101 (I01-SY).

The contents of Hanford Stte Tank I01-SY have undergone the most
extensive characterization efforts of any waste source on the Site. Results
of characterization of samples taken following the WindowsC and E gas release
events in May and December 1991, respectively, have been published (Hertlng
1992; Hefting et al. 1992). On a whole-tank basis, these two sets of
analyticaldata show virtuallyidenticalchemicalcompositions. The
compositiondeterminedfrom the Window E sampling is the basis of one CC
formulationgiven in Table 2-2.

Also shown for comparisonin Table 2-2 is the CC waste composition
publishedby Boomer et al. (1993). The data were derived from core and
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Table 2-2. Compositions of Comp]exant Concentrate Waste.
i i i ., .

Component Composi'tton 101-SY (wt_) composition cc Waste
(Herttng eta]. 1992) (wt%)

(Boomer eta]. 1993)
,,i, ,, i i i ii i i ii ,, ,i ,, , ,, i,ll

A1 3.2 4.4
i i i i , ii _ , i.,, i,

ca o.oz3 Oio'i's
ii ii iH Hi ,i i i i ii i ,,

cr o.41 0.092
ii i i i ili | i ii i i ii ii i ii ii

- Fe 0.028 _ 0.10

-K 0.326 ...... 0.11
i i i Hl l i H i llll ii

Na 20.7 16.3
H H i i ,,.., i,..ll i

Nt 0.015 0.021
i i i i .HI , i ,, i

zn o.002 ........0.o4
,l| i ii ,., i

(i']" 0.79 0.40
i, |,, ii

F" 0.03 0.14

NO " ......................o.s 3o
i |l |,l i . I,llL I .. ,. II

NO3" 11.7 15.0
i ii1,,11 i ill iiii ,|, , __

P043" O.64 O.39

S04_" O.40 O.48

.... ...._" 3.15 2.74

OH" 2.47 9.0

NH3 O.19 --ill i iiiii iii

TOC 1.53 1.6

HzO 35.5 45.9
....................

bottle-on-string samples. Comparison of the compositions show the IO1-SY to
contain relatively more sodium and less water than the CC waste described by
Boomer eta]. (1993). For most components, however, the concentrations are
roughly comparable. Given the importance of IO1-SY to resolve tank safety
issues, the IO1-SY Window E formulation is proposed for use as the CC model

. compostt _on.

. 2.1.2 REDOXSludge

REDOXsludge originated from plutonium and uranium separation operations
based on the methyl tsobuty] ketone solvent extraction process used at the
REDOXplant. REOOXsludge is characterized by high concentrations of
alum}num. A]umtnum ion was used as a salting agent _n the solvent extraction
process and was also present _n h_gh concentrations from cladding dissolution.
The composition of a water-washed and calcined REDOXsludge is given _n
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Table 2-3 (Kupfer 1981). The compositionof REDOXsludge taken from
Tank 241-S-104 (I04-S) sampledfor SSTcharacterization is gtven in Table 2-4.

Table 2-3. Compositionof Water-WashedCalctned REDOXSludge (Kupfer 1981).
...... composition

Component (wt)6)
llll i imm|l llml iiiii

A120) 63.4
iiii ii llmll i

FezO_ 8.0

sto .... 7.9
I ,...... Iknlbz ...... 1 1.8 ............. q

CrlO_ ...... 14" 1 i i ililill I I

CaO 12 7

• u_o# II I i iii 10.5 I I I"....

........ N a2S04 , O. 75 ii

10.8Na_O ..............

Table 24 Compositionof REDOXSludge from 104 S
.... Composition...........

Component (wt))
Ai ..... 11.9 ....

I I CII .... 0.056

..... C_pl I 0.26 .....

,= i i ii.,

Fe 0.19
,=, i ,,11 i

K 0.11
.. i.m i , ,

)In 012
..... Na ,1 1'i .6

" Ni ......... 0.52 .......

Si 0.12
...... U 0.73 .......

Cl 0131

• ..ill",o;
20.4 ........

, NO;_" ......
P043" O.11 .

S04z= O.24

CO_z: 2.28 .• i =

TOC O.13

Hi_O ii. 34.8 .............
pH 13.3

i ii i,
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Not surprisingly, the 104-S Tank sample analysts shows relatively more
sodium (and associated anions) and less aluminum, iron, and stltcon than the
water-washed and calcined sludge formulation. Because of the additional
sodium, the 104-S appears to be mixed with salt cake, but is judged to be a
better n_odel for REDOXsludge because it reflects an "as-retrieved"
compositt on.

2.1.3 Bismuth Phosphate Process Ftrst and Second Cycle Waste

, The Bismuth Phosphate Process was the first plutonium extraction process
used at the Hanford Site. In this process, plutonium was separated from
fission products and uranium by coprecipttation with bismuth phosphate (BtPO4)
produced by mixing bismuth nitrate and sodium phosphate solutions. To achieve
further plutonium purification, similar coprecipitation steps took place,
followed by lanthanum fluoride coprectpitation and finally separation as a
pure plutonium compound. In comparison with the later REDOXand PUREX
Processes, the copreclpitation steps of the Bismuth Phosphate Process
generated relatively large quantities of waste per ton of fuel processed.

, The composition of water-washed and calcined sludge from the composite
first and second cycle waste of the Bismuth Phosphate Process is presented in
Table 2-5 (Kupfer 1981). Compositions of Bismuth Phosphate Process waste
sampled and analyzed from Tanks 241-BX-'L07, -T-104, and -T-111 (107-BX, 104-T,
and 111-T) during SST characterization are given in Table 2-6. Also presented
in Table 2-6 is a dry equal-weight composite waste composition based on the
three tank analyses and hypothetical phases.

Table 2-5. Composition of Washedand C:alcined First and Second Cycle Bismuth
Phosphate Process Waste Blend (Kupfer 1981).

Component Composit i on(wt)

BiPO4 ..... 37.6 ........

• Crz03 ..... 2.6 II --

FezO} ..... 23.7 ....

NazO 17.8 ......

SiO_ 15.3im _ ,.=,, ,mii ,i - --

NaF 2.2
m i m.i i ii i i i

- NazSO, . 0.8,

The resulting projected Bismuth Phosphate Process first and second cycle
. composite waste varies more in the sodium salts, contains a higher variety of

components (e.g., aluminum hydroxide, nickel hydroxide, and uranyl hydroxide;

AI(OH)_, Ni(OH)_and UO2(OH)2 respectively), and contains relatively less
bismu¢n phosphate and silica than the washed/calcined formulation given in
Table 2-5. Because the composite formulation given in Table 2-6 better
reflects the "as-retrieved" waste, it is recommendedas the model Bismuth
Phosphate first and second cycle waste.
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Table 2-6. Compositionof BismuthPhosphateProcessWastes from
Tanks 107-BX, 104-T and 111-T and a Hypothetical Dry Composite.

ComPosition(wt%)
Hypothetical Composite

Component ,,
107-BX T- 104 T- 111 phase (wt%)

(first C) (first C) (second C)

A1 1.20 1.73 0.064 A1(oH)3 7.7 .
i ii i i i i|

Bi 2.06 1.77 2.09 BiP04 . 8.3

Ca 0.031 0.061 0,28 Ca(OH)_ 0.7 ,

Cr 0.084 0.08i 0.19 cr(OH)) 0.7

Fe 0.94 0.99 2.05 Fe(OH)# 23.6
K 0.011 0.11 0.11 KNO_ 0.7

i t i i i i

Nn O.005 O.006 O.64 MnO_ .... 3.5Hi

Na 10.0 6.17 3.98 ....
ii ,i,

N| 0.20 0.88 0.58 Ni (OH)_ 2.8 i i

St 0.60 0.63 110060 I SiO_ i 31"811 i

U 0.20 ' 0.087 0.22 UOz(OH)_ 0.64
Cl" O.12 0.066 0.047 NaC1 O.]
F" 0.84 0.88 0.3i NaF 4.1

i i ii

NOz" O.92 O.40 O.095 NaNO_ 1.7

NO}" 15.0 5.62 4.43 SaNO_ 29.4

P04z" 1.50 1.66 1.64 Na}PO4 8.2ii

SO_z" 1.42 0.39 0.37 NazSO4 2.0
.......COzZ" 0.58 O.15 "' 0.20 Na_COz 1.4

TOC 0.055 0.062 0.35 TOC 0.'5
ii Ill I II lIHI

HzO 56.4 70.4 74.6 ....ill ill i i i

pH 9.68 10.0 ....10.2 ....

2.1.4 Sodium Witrate Salt Cake

Nitric acid was the medium selected for uranium fuels dissolution and
subsequent plutonium and uranium extraction at the Hanford Site. Making the
nitric acid-bearing waste alkaline with sodium hydroxide allowed the waste to
be stored In mild steel tanks. The sodium nitrate resulting from
neutra]ization is the primary component in Hanford Site salt cake waste.
Sodium nitrite (NAN02), generated radiolytically and intentionally added to
the tanked waste to inhibit corrosion of the mild steel tank liner, is also
found in the salt cake. Other less-soluble sodium salts, such as trisodium
phosphate and sodium carbonate, may be found in salt cake.

In addition, aqueous liquors he]d interstitia]ly by capillary forces in
the salt cake contribute to the salt cake composition by their contained
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dissolved sodtum salts. Because of the presence of other salts and the
salt-bearing interstitial liquor, sodium nitrate salt cake contains a number
of components in addition to _odium nitrate.

A SST salt cake simulant composition has been proposed by Elmore et al.
(1992) and is given in Table 2-7. Hanford Site salt cake compositions,
originating from a variety of plant sources, were proposed by Kupfer (1981)

. and are also given In Table 2-7. Except for the lower sodium nitrate
concentration (and the resulting higher concentrations of the other
components), the Elmore formulation ts an approximate average of the four

. plant-sourced formulations presented by Kupfer, and therefore, is proposed as
a single model (sodtum nttrate) salt cake formulation.

Table 2-7. Compositions of Sodium Nitrate Salt Cakes.

........... Composition (wt%) composite
(Kupfer 1981) composition

Component ........ (wt%)
PUREX& Urantum (Elmore et al.

REDOX B Plant BiPO4 recovery 1992)

.... .a,o 92 89 e8 aa 7s2 ....."....
NaNOl 3 5 ...... 3 3 4.8
Na_SO, -- 1 -- 1 214

Nai?COs 1 .... ,, '2 ' ',' 1 1 .... 4:3",, , i,,'

NaA!O2 2 1 ] 1 4.3i i i iii iii i i i tl iii iii

, N%PO4 .... 5 5 4.6
NaOH 2 2 2 4.4 ......

. .

2.1.5 PFP Waste

Waste originating from plutonium scrap recovery operations at the PFP
contains relatively high concentrations of chromium and aluminum in addition
to the usual sodium salts. Aluminum ion, introduced as aluminum nitrate
[AI(NOz)3], was used to enhance salting strength in plutonium-bearing
solutions undergoincj solvent extraction at the PFP. Aluminum ion was also
used to complex corrosive fluoride ion introduced to effect plutonium oxide
dissolution during scrap recovery. The formulation of PFP waste given in
Table 2-8 is based on that presented by Boomeret al. (1993).

b

2.1.6 Radton_cllde Concentrations tn the Waste Types

The concentrations of the radionuclides _Sr, 137Cs,_Tc, _TNp, _9'24°Pu
and Z41Am,as well as total uranium found or estimated in the five proposed
waste types, are given in Table 2-9. The radionuclide and uranium
concentrations help explain the relative severity of radioactive loading of
the various waste types; they also aid in formulating credible Hanford Site
waste simulants using nonradioactive surrogates for the relevant
radionuclides.
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Table 2-8. Composition of PFP Waste (Boomer et al. 199Z_).
Composition Dry composition

Component (wt%) (wt%)
i i i , i m

A1 3.3 5.5

ca o.s oe ....
llz zl ill

Cd o.z o.z
i ii iii i mm • m

Cr 1.8 3.0

cu o.z 0.2
, ii i ....

Fe 1.8 3.0
i i m 1

K 0.4 0.6

Mg I 001 II 002 .........
I I |mini i _,,.

Mn 0.7 1.1
Hz i m i

Na 11.8 i9.7
i li i L,

Pb 0.] 0.2
z|

RareEarths O.1 O.2

I RU 0.4 I, , 00'7 .........

Si .... 0"2 0.3 ....

U ' 0.2 "10.3

0.4 o.e
i i , i

CO}_L i, 3.0 5.0 _
F" 0.5 0.8

SO_ "'1 3. 'O 5.1 i i

NO;5" 15.9 26.5
OH" 9.8 16.4

P043" .... 4.6 7.6 ......i

S04Z" 0.8 1.3

H,ol 4ol o
The radionuclide concentrations for CC (using lO] S_ as the model) and

the PFP waste were derived from data presented in Herting et al. (1992) and
Boomer et al. (1993), respectively. The radionuclide con,:entrations for the
REDOXsludge and Bismuth Phosphate Process Hanford Site w_ste types were
derived from previously unpublished analyses of core sam_!es. The sodium
nitrate salt cake radionuclide concentrations are based cn the expected hi qh
_i,stributig_s of the actinides (U, Np, Pu, and Am) to th_ sludge and the "_Sr,
'_'Cs,and "Tc contaminationof the salt cake caused by eY_trainmentof
interstitialIiquor.

In the absenceof organic complexingagents,9°Srwill be primarily in
the insolublesludge phase. Complexingagents, such as EDTA and HEDTA, are

ve in solubilizingstrontium(Delegarclet al 1984). Bothc and will be in the solutionphase. Some fraction ofth'e cesium may
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Table 2-9. Radtonuclide and Uranium Concentrations in
Hanford Site Waste Types.

.......... , ,

Concentrations
Wlulte .............
type '°Sr mCs _r© u _Np z_'UePu _l/un

(_cug) (_cug) (_cug) (_g/g) (_cug) OAcug) (_cug)
i i i

Complexantconcentrate
" (I01-SY) 21 350 0.30 63 < 0.01 0.0067 O.11

i i i L Ill l, II I ii II II II l l Inl, I

REDOX sludge 320 64 0.026 730 0.015 0.16 0.12
- (I044)

Bismuth Phosphatc 1" and
2" oyok (107-BX, 104.-T 20 11 0.037 540 0.104 0.38 0.13
and II1-T mix)

Sodium nitr_ 20 103 0.30 .mall mudi small small
_lt cake(e_in_)

PFIP 340 710 0.55 1900 - 29 46
i l II IIII l IIl II Ill l

15.3
NOTE: 0.0216 0.0231 59 1420 0.291

(assumes (all AmTo convert from/_Ci/g to (sssumes (usunrlea (Idl To _ (all Np 93%z,_ u
#g element/e, multiply the 3/_gSrper 2#gCs pcr present pre_ment and presentas

tabulatedfiguresby: /_g_r) /4gmCs) as _]'c) as zr_Np) 7%UOpu) UtAm)
........

be precipitated as a fervocyanide double salt In waste originating from the
Bismuth Phosphate Process. Technetium is probably present as the highly-
soluble pertechnetate anion (Tc04") in the oxidizing Hanford Site waste
materials (Vida 1989).

The Hanford Site waste contains three pri,lcipal TRU elements:
plutonium, americium, and neptunium. Of the three TRUelements, plutonium is
present in the highest chemical and activity (Curie) concentration in the
waste. It is generally accepted, though not proven, that the plutonium is
present in the alkaline (pH >14) waste primarily as hydrated plutonium dioxide
(PuOz) and is probably associated or coprecipitated with ferric (hydr)oxide.
The solubility of hydrated PuOz in simulated Hanford Site waste is low, but
increases with increasing NaOHconcentration. The dissolved species found in
simulated waste is a Pu(V) hydroxide complex (Delegard 1987).

The americium most likely is present as americium hydroxide [Am(OH)3],
or possibly americium hydroxide carbonate (AmCOIOH), in the waste and, in the

• absence of organic complexing agents, has low solubility (Delegard et al.
1984). Neptunium, though present in the Hanford Site waste, has a long
half-life and may not appreciably contribute to the TRU (activity) burden.

• Based on solubility studies of simulated waste, neptunium is probably present
in the aqueous phase (Delegard et al. 1984).
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2.2 HANFORDSITE WASTESIRULANTS

Simulants of Hanford Site waste have been used for numerous laboratory
and pilot studies to avoid the radiological risks attendant with using
genuine, highly radioactive Hanford Site waste. Several simulant recipes have
been proposed for various Hanford Site waste types. The following simulants
are presented for possible use in C/D laboratory studies.

2.2.1 Kupfer's Sludge and Salt Cake Simulants
• i

Recipes for simulated Hanford Site waste sludges (REOOX, PUREX,Bismuth
Phosphate first and second cycle, Bismuth Phosphate thtrd cycle, and Uranium
Recovery) and salt cakes (REDOX, PUREX,and B Plant, Bismuth Phosphate and
Uranium Recovery) were proposed by Kupfer (1981). The REDOXand Bismuth
Phosphate first and second cycle sludge compositions are presented in
Tables 2-3 and 2-5, respectively. The salt cake compositions are presented in
Table 2-7.

The sludge recipes were designed for use as genuine waste surrogates to
prepare and test ceramic or glass waste forms. The recipes, though prepared
in aqueous suspensions, involve salt washing and drying steps, and are
formulated to produce dry, salt-free powders. As such, the sludge recipes are
not good simulants, by themselves, for calcination testing. Kupfer (1981)
recommendedmechanical blending of the dried salt cake with the appropriate
selected dried sludge if more realistic intermixed salt cake/sludge simulants
were desired.

2.2.2 Elmore et al. SST Haste Simulant

A recipe for SST waste was proposed by Elmore et al. (1992) using
separate salt cake and sludge formulations. The recipe simulates the
mechanical, physical, and chemical characteristics of SST waste.

To produce the desired simulant, the sludge fraction is left in an
aqueous slurry and blended with the simulant salt cake in ratios selected to
achieve the desired composition. The blended sludge and salt cake is then
digested at 105 °C to simulate and accelerate the thermal and radiolytic
effects of long-term aging. For example, 5-day digestion of a 55/45 blend of
sludge and salt cake resulted in the crystallization of a sodium
aluminosilicatepreviouslyobserved in genuinewaste of similar composition,
but not observed in the undigestedsimulantwaste. Digestionalso helped
produce a particlesize distributionmore closelymatching the particle size
distributionobserved in the genuinewaste sample.

The recipe of Elmore et al. (1992)containsmetals (zirconium,silver,
magnesium, cerium)not found in the Kupfer (1981)formulations. Organics
(EDTA,citric acid) are also includedin the Elmore recipe,but not in Kupfer.
Kupfer's recipe for Uranium Recovery sludge,however,contains ferrocyanide.
Neither Kupfer (1981)nor Elmore et al. (1992)includedchloride in their
recipes. Because of the digestionstep and the extensivelist of components,
the Elmore et al. (1992)recipe may providea better simulant of genuine waste
for the C/D studiesthan any of the Kupfer (1981)recipes.
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2.2.3 Hohl's CC Waste (IOI-SY) Stmulant

To conduct studies on the cyclic gas venting observed in Tank I01-SY, a
number of simulated IO1-SY formulations have been proposed and described.
A recent Pectpe, based on the normalized composition of the 101-SY waste as
analyzed following the Window E gas release event in December 1991 (Hefting
eta]. 1992), was presented by Hoh] (1993). The rectpe proposed by Hoh]

. (1993) is a 3:1, by volume, water:waste dilution of a fuji-strength IOI-SY
simu]ant proposed by De]egard (1993).

. These IOI-SY formulations contain the most extensive list of
constituents published of any 101-SY recipe. Speciation of organics present
tn the 101-SY waste is incomplete, however (Hefting et al. 1992). Therefore,
the Hohl (lgg3) recipe allows selection of organic constituents (e.g., EDTA
and HEDTA)to be added as desired to reach the 1.53 wt_ total organic carbon
(TOC) required for the 101-SY WindowE composition.

2.2.4 Proposed Comprehensive Hartford $|te Waste $|mu]ant

Using the Hanford Site waste chemical constituent listing in Table 2-1
as a guideline, a comprehensive Hanford Site waste simu]ant recipe is
proposed. The recipe, given in Appendix A, includes the most prevalent
27 chemical components (i.e., a]] chemical components present >0.000018 mole
fraction). This simu]ant encompasses0.999966 mole fraction of the nominal
waste inventory.

Again, because organics are thought to undergo decomposition and are not
we]] speciated, selection of organics to represent the 0.55 mo]e_ TOC in the
comprehensive waste simu]ant is arbitrary. For the purposes of C/D research,
acetate (CH3C02")represents the TOC in the comprehensive waste simu]ant.
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3.0 CALCINATIONCHEMISTRY

The calcination step of the C/D process tnvolves the thermal and
oxidative degradation of targeted waste spectes: organics, ferrocyantdes, and
the nttrtte and nttrate tons. Based on knownchemistry, reactton products
from degradation may be predicted and a calcined waste inventory projected.

. The chemistry of sodium hydroxide fustons exploited tn chemical analyses of
mtnerals gutdes the anticipated behavtor of metalltc components (e.g.,
aluminum, tron, chromium, manganese) durtng calcination of the NaOH-rtch

. waste. The chemistry of TRUelements tn alkalt melts has been reported tn the
technical literature and has been reviewed.

3.1 CHEMICALDECOMPOSITIONSVIA CALCINATION

In additton to the reduced volume and bulk occasioned by water
evaporation during calcination, thermal and oxidative degradation of other
chemical species will yield substantial reduction of the bulk waste quantity.
The primary chemtcal constituents undergoing decomposition by calcination are
nitrate, nitrite, the organics, and ferrocyantde.

3.1.1 Nitrate and Nttrtte Decomposition

Sodium nitrate and nitrite (NaNOz and NaNO2, respectively), when present
as pure compounds,decomposeat 300 to 400 °C to produce N_ or NO, and oxygen
(07) gases. Thermal analyses of simulated and genuine was[e show_ however,
thit decomposition of the nitrate and nitrite salts occurs slowly at 600 to
800 °C (Colby et al. 1994). Related crucible-scale calcination tests of NaNOz
showedthat significant volatilization of sample material occurred when
calcination temperatures were raised from 930 to 950 °C. Calcination at
850 °C for 4 hours left about 28% of the original NaNOz as NaNOx (Burger et
al. 1973).

Thermodynamic predictions, as well as experimental data gathered during
pilot-scale plasma torch-heated calcination tests, showednegligible NOx in
the offgas during 850 C experiments using simulated 101-SY waste compositions
(Colby et al. 1994). Nearly complete (95%) destruction of nitrate and nitrite
was found in these tests. Residence time of the melt at temperature in the
plasma test was on the order of an hour, however. Based on the plasma torch
experiments, plasma calcination of nitrate and nitrite salts in genuine waste
is expected to produce nonscrubbable and benign offgases of N2 and 02.

. However, the slow rate of nitrateand nitritesalt decompositionmay require
either higher calcinationtemperaturesor a significantresidencetime to
achieve adequatenitrateand nitritedestruction.

m
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The residue remaining from themal decomposition of sodium nitrate and
nitrite in the presence of water ts an equtmolar quantity of sodtum hydroxide.
The following reactions descrtbe the calcination of sodtum nitrate and sodium
n|trtte:

2 NaNO3 + H20 _ 2 NaOH+ N2 + 2_ 02

2 NaNO2 + H20 _ 2 NaOH+ N2 + 1_ 02. • I

Some formation of sodium peroxide (Na_O2) is also expected (Sock 1979)
and has been postulated (Burger et al. 1973) vta absorption of evolved or
atmospheric oxygen by the molten sodtum hydroxide.

3.1.20rgantc and Ferrocyantde Decomposition

The organics, in the presence of oxidizing agents such as atmospheric
oxygen, nitrite or nitrate, are expected to decomposeraptdly at temperatures
above about 200 to 300 °C to produce gaseous carbon dioxide (C02), water
(H20), and, In the case of organtcs containing nttrogen species, gaseous
nitrogen products. The C02 produced by oxidation of the organics, in turn,
wtll be captured and scrubbed in the sodium hydroxide-bearing waste to form
sodtum carbonate (NazC03) and water tn a type of acid-base reaction.

The stotchtometry of the organic oxidation reactions (i.e., the ratio of
moles of oxtdant and hydroxide required versus moles of organic carbon
converted to carbonate) depends on the particular organic species being
oxidized. This is because organic carbon can exist tn formal oxidation states
rangtng from -4 (nonoxygenated hydrocarbons) to +3 (the highly-oxygenated
species oxalate). The more chemically reduced, lower oxidation state, organic
species require more oxidant to be converted to carbon dioxide or carbonate.
The oxygen oxidant (supplied either by atmospheric oxygen in the calcination
or4 equivalently, by thermolysis of nitrate/nitrite) is converted to oxide
(0_') oxygen that is hydrolyzed to the hydroxide ion (OH') in the calcine
melt.

Thus, oxidation of organic carbon to carbonate consumeshydroxide while
the accompanying reduction of oxygen produces hydroxide. The net amount of
hydroxide consumeddepends on the oxidation state of the organic carbon. The
oxidations of sodium acetate (NaCzH30z, average carbon oxidation state of O)
and sodium oxalate (NazCzO4, average carbon oxidation state of +3), both two-
carbon organic species present tn Hanford Site waste, illustrate the effect of
carbon oxidation state on stotchiometry:

NaC2H30z + 2 0z + 3 NaOH_ 2 NazCO3 + 3 HzO

Na2C204+ _ 02 + 2 NaOH- 2 NazCO3 + H20.

Because of thermal, chemical, and radiolytlc degradation of source
organics, the residual organic species present in most of the Hanford Site
waste are unknown. Thus, the amount of hydroxide required in the oxidation
reactions is also unknown. It is anticipated that the average oxidation state
of organic carbon in waste lies somewherebetween acetate and oxalate. Using
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the reactions above as a gutde, tt ts estimated that tn calcination, about
1.25 moles of hydroxide wtl1 be consumedper mole of organtc carbon oxidized.

Calcination of ferrocyantdes [Fe(CN)_4"] should leave tron
oxides/hydroxides and carbonate tn the melt restdue, wtth nttrogen betng
released as gaseous oxtdes of nttrogen (t.e., NOx such as NO2 and NO) or, more
11kely, elemental nttrogen (N2). The following reactton presents a plausible

, expression of the oxidative decomposition of ferrocyantde:
6-

2 Fe(CN)6 + ]5_ 0z + 16 OH'- FezO3 + 6 Nz + 12 COzz" + 8 HzO.

In the oxidation of ferrocyantde, 1.33 moles of hydroxide are consumed
per mole of carbon.

3.2 COHPOS]T]ONOF CALCINEDHANFORDS]TE HASTE

Using the JnttJal inventory gtven Jn Table 2-1, the molar inventory of
chemical species present Jn the Hanford Stte waste following calcination may
be projected based on the expected decomposition reactions. The resulting
projected calcined waste inventory Js presented tn Table 3-1. It Js useful to
thtnk of the Individual waste componentsformtng the namedhypothetical
compoundsas showntn Table 3-1.

Table 3-1. Hanford Stte Waste Inventory Following Calcination.
-- . .................

Component _-After calcination (moles) Hypo. Waste tnv. Hole
SST DST Sum comp. (moles) fract ion

i iiii i i ii Hii

A1 9.04e+07 7.56e+07 1.66e+08 AI(OH)3 1.66e+08 5.53e-02

.... Fe 1.27e+07 '1.83e+06' 1.46e+07 Fe.(OH)3 1.4'6e+07 4.87e-03'
K i.53e+06 2_79e+07 2.94e+07 KOH 2.94e+07 9.80e-03

Na ....... 2.25e+09 6.83e+08 2.93e+09 NaOH 2.45e+09 8.17e-01'

$i 1.59e+07 2_07e+06 1.79e+07 $t0 z 1.79e+07 5.97e-03
c1" 1.i3e+06 1_11e+07 i.22e+07 NaC1 1.22e+O7 4.07e-03 ''

C03z" 4.35e+07 6_77e+07 1.11e+08 NazC0_ 1.11e+08 3.70e-02
F" 4_24e+07 1.'54e+07 5.78e+07 NaF 5.78e+07 1.93e-02

i i ii i ,

OH" 2.]9e+09 7.92e+08 2.98e+09 ......

PO,3" 9.20e+07 2.24e+06 9.43e+07 N'azPO, 9.43e+07 '3.14e-02
i i

• S04z" 1.72e+07 3.71e+06 "2.09e+07 NazSO_ 2.09e+07 6.96e-03
Others 1.80e+07 '6'49e+06 2.50e+07 Others 2.50e+07 8133e-03

• Sum " 4.75e+09 1.68e+09 '6.43e+09 Sum..... 3.00e+09 1.00e+O0'
i

The itemized breakdown in Table 3-1 includes only those components
present tn the calctned waste at greater than 10" moles. Together, these
11 components comprise more than 99% of the calcined inventory. The Inventory
is clearly dominated by NaOH(2.45 x 109 moles or about 82 mole% of the total
waste Inventory of 3.00 x 109 moles). Aluminum and iron ion neutralization by
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NaOHto form the corresponding hydroxide compoundshas been considered tn
determining the amount of NaOHrema|ntng.

After NaOH, the most prevalent hypothetical components on a mole basts
are, tn decreasing order, alumtnum hydroxide [A](OH)x; about 5.5 mole%l;
(Na2COs;about 3.7 mole_); and trtsodtum phosphate (NaxP04; about 3.1 mole%).
The rematn|ng hypothet|cal components are, tn descendfng order, sodtum
fluoride, potassium hydroxide, sodtum sulfate, stltcon dtoxtde, ferrtc
hydroxide, and sodtum chlortde [NaF, KOH, Na2S04, St0_, Fe(OH)3 and Nat1,
respectively]. These stx compoundsrepresent about _.1 mole% of the
inventory. The balance of the waste (Includlng zlrconlum, calclum, nlckel,
chromium, manganese) accounts for <1 mole% of the total Inventory.

3.3 SODIUMHYDROXIDEFUSION

Molten sodtum hydroxide ts a htghly aggressive and oxidizing fluxtng
agent wtth widespread application tn chemtcal analysts of mtnerals and
refractor|es (Bock 1979; DoleZal et al. 1968). Therefore, the NaOH
orig|nattng tn the waste and produced from nttrtte and nttrate decomposition
ts expected to be effective tn breaktng down the Iron-, silicon-, and
aluminum-rich sludges present tn waste, as well as tn dissolving and comelttng
wtth the restdual nonvolatile sodtum salts (e.g., sod|urn sulfate [NazS04],
sodtum phosphate [Na3P04], or sodtum carbonate [Na2C03]).

Significantly, NaOHfustons are wtdely used to dtssolve bauxlte ores for
alumtnum analyses (Bock 1979; DoleZal et al. 1968). Bauxtte ts a generic term
applied to aluminum-bearing ores which may contain etther or both the alumtnum
hydroxide gibbsite [_-AI(OH)5, also called hydrargtlltte] and the alumtnum
oxyhydroxtde bBhmite (_-AIOOH). Both gtbbstte and bBhm|te have been observed
tn X-ray dtffractograms of genutne waste (Jones et al. 1992). Producing
water-soluble sodtum alumtnate (NaAI02) from calcination of alumtnum hydroxide
with NaOHts the subject of a patent _Oavles 1939). Sodtum alumlnate can be
produced by the 800 °C calcination of refractory alumina (AlzO_) with NaOH
(D'Ans and L6ffler 1930). Thus, calcination of aluminum
hydrox|de/oxyhydroxtde-beartng waste sludges wtth NaOHis expected to produce
water-soluble sodtum alumtnate salts.

The reactton of other metal oxides wtth molten NaOHat 600 to 900 °C has
been studied by D'Ans and LBffler (1930). Nonstotchiometrtc sodium-meta]
double oxides were produced for silica (StO_) and tttanta (Tt02). Certa
(eeOc) and ztrconla (ZrO_ starting matertaTs produced stotchtometrtc sodium-
metal double oxides (Na_CeO3 and Na2ZrOx, respectively). No reaction was
observed for mixtures o_ thoria (Th-02)_ magnesia (MgO), or zinc oxtde (ZnO)
though ZnO was easily soluble in the molten NaOH.

To enhance the flutdtty and reactivity of the melt (the melttng point of
NaOHis 320 "C), temperatures ranging from 400 to 850 °C are recommendedin
NaOHfusions in analytical chemistry. Although higher temperatures favor the
effectiveness of NaOHas a fluxing agent and enhance the rate of nitrate,
nttrtte, and organic carbon decomposition, the resulting increased
aggressiveness of molten NaOHat higher temperatures, dtrected at the
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container materials, exacts tts toll on the crucibles used tn chemtcal
analyses. Higher temperatures also result tn volatilization of NaOH.

3.3.1 Container Ilatertals for NaOHIlelts

Container (crucible) materials used tn analytical chemistry for NaOH
. fusions tnclude gold, silver, and ntckel. Zirconium crucibles also have been

used in alkaline fusions (DoleZal et a3. 1968). Plattnum is acceptable if
reductng conditions are maintained (Sock 1979). However, reducing conditions

• are not possible wtth calctned waste because of the presence of nttrate and
nttrtte salts tn the waste and the posstble use of air as the heat-transfer
medium. Thus, plattnum is unsatisfactory because of oxidative attack by the
NaOH. Refractory cructble materials suggested for NaOHfusion servtce include
thorta (ThO:) and ztrconta (ZrOz) (Sock 1979) and alumina (AlzOs) (DoleZa3 et
al. 1968). "Porcelain is unsatisfactory (Sock 1979)

Destruction of a magnesiumoxtde (MgO) cructble during calcination tests
of NaNO3 conducted at temperatures up to 950 °C was described by Burger et al.
(1973). In the same report, alumtna crucibles suffered almost 2 g of wetght
loss durtng calcination of 18 to 25 g samples of sodtum nttrate and nttrtte at
850 "C for 4 hours.

The technical literature has revealed information regarding the handling
of molten sodium hydroxide on an Industrial basts. To evaluate suttable
materials of construction to contatn fused alkalt hydroxide coolants for
posslble use In nuclear power plants, a set of screening tests was conducted
on 30 elemental metals and 62 alloys (Cratghead et al. 1951). The studtes
were run under reductng (pure hydrogen and 90% nttrogen--lO% hydrogen) or
nonoxldlzlng (argon, nitrogen) atmospheres ustng molten NaOHat 1000 and
1500 °F (538 and 816 °C). Though nickel was the most corrosion-resistant of
the metals tested, the report concluded, "None of these container materials
for sodtum hydroxide look to be really satisfactory for service at 1500 OF."

A subsequent Investigation by the samegroup (Cratghead et al. 1952)
studted ntckel further, as well as a number of ceramtc materials. Alumtna
(AlzO_, Including sapphire) and lime-stabilized (t.e., cubtc) ztrconta were
the more resistant refractories, whtle sodium alumtnate (NaAl02) tn the NaOH
melt Inhibited nickel corrosion. Sorides, carbides, and nttrtaes dtd not
perform well. Oxtdes of calctum, magnesium, copper, titanium, and zinc were
also unsatisfactory. In both studies, nlckel was corroded by dissolution from
high-temperature regtons and deposition at lower-temperature regions. Results
of further tests on nickel and nickel alloys are summarized by Hallett and

. Stang (1960).

A more recent investigation explored the corrosion resistance of vartous
• materials of construction to molten sodtum hydroxide, as well as molten mtxed

carbonates and chlorides, for posstble application as heat storage medta
(Coyle et al. 1984). In these screening experiments, only one coupon
(specimen) was tested for each of the 16 metal alloys (Including pure ntckel,
304 and 316 stainless steels and a vartety of Fe/Nt/Cr alloys) and 8 ceramic
materials (Including 99.8% AI203, yttrta-stabtlized ZrO_, and ceramtcs high tn
oxides of A1, Cr, and Zr). The test coupons were compTetely submerged tn the
900 °C molten salts under an air atmosphere.
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After 3.5 days' exposure to molten sodium hydroxide, 7 of the 16 metals
had disintegrated. Included tn the failed metals were the stainless steels.
All the surviving metals cracked. General corrosion, calculated by weight
loss of the surviving metals, averaged 0.6 cm/year. Nickel, one of the
surviving metals, showed only slight cracking. However, no particular trend
could be discerned correlating alloy composition (e.g., htgh nickel or low
chromium) to corrosion resistance.

Three days' exposure to molten sodium hydroxide destroyed ftve of the
eight ceramics. Two of the three surviving ceramics were 99+% AlzO_; the
third was a mixed composition containing 60 wt_ Alz_ plus oxides of Cr, Hg,
Fe, and St. The general corrosion rate of the surviving ceramics was about
2.5 cm/year. Corrosion of high-alumina ceramics ranged from 2.3 to 5.8
cm/year tn tests conducted for 200 hours tn 800 °C molten NaOH(Grantham and
Ferry 1976).

Industrial manufacture of caustic soda (NaOH) requires dehydration of
concentrated liquors and subsequent handling of molten sodium hydroxide to
produce pellet and flake forms of thts chemical commodity. In the first half
of thts century, Industrial vessels handling molten sodium hydroxide up to
500 °C wer_ constructed of cast tron (Hou 1969). Hodern facilities use nickel
or Inconel" to handle concentrated and molten anhydrous sodium hydroxide at
temperatures up to 480 °C (Austin 1984).

Significantly, the heat-transfer fluid sometimes used to produce
anhydrous sodium hydroxide tn ntckel vessels ts a molten potassium nitrate,
sodium nitrite, and sodium nitrate eutectic mixture. The eutecttc, a mixture
of oxidizing salts, apparently does not present corrosion problems for nickel.
However sodtum chlorate (NaCl03) t a commonoxidizing impurity found in sodium
hydroxide produced by the electrolysis of brine, is highly corrosive in the
presence of sodium hydroxide and must first be removed by chemical reduction
(usually with sugar) before sodium hydroxide can be concentrated in nickel
vessels (Ktrk-Othmer 1978; Kirk-Othmer 1992a).

Sodium peroxide, an oxidizing component suspected to be present in
molten sodium hydroxide, may be the active corrosive agent in molten sodium
hydroxide (Bock 1979). Sodium peroxide ts prepared in furnaces by oxidation
of sodium oxide at 250 to 400 °C. The materials of construction for the
synthesis are graphite-coated nickel alloy reactors equipped with zirconium
stirrers. Holten sodium peroxide reportedly attacks steel, nickel, platinum,
and porcelain crucibles; zirconium crucibles are recommendedfor analytical
work (Kirk-Othmer 1982).

Thus, no materials that can withstand long-term exposure to molten at
850 "C NaOHwere identified in the literature. Equipment design likely will
be forced to some type of "cold skull" configurationIn which the materials
will only be exposed to frozen (i.e., <320 "C) NaOH. With this design, the
frozen waste would act as its own container and the engineered container would
be cold jacketed to produce the "cold skull" fused calcine liner. Wtth lower

lInconel is a high-nickel alloy and is a trademark of the International
Nickel Company, INCO, of Huntington, West Virginia.
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temperatures imposed by cold Jacketing, ntckel and nickel-based alloys may
perform satisfactorily in a NaOHenvironment (Craighead et al. 1952).

3.3.2 Sodium Hydroxide Volatility

Sodium hydroxide has significant volatility at htgher temperatures; the
. botlJng point is 1390 "C. Loss of NaOHfrom the calctne melt by

volatilization and gas stripping by heat-transfer gas streams and
decomposition offgases would effectively "dry out" the desired melt and

- eliminate the solvattng effect of NaOHon the remaining waste components.
A balance in choice of temperature between the solvation effected by NaOH, the
desired destruction of the organics, and the nitrate and nitrite salts, and
NaOHvolatility must be sought in C/D process design. Based on these
considerations (Colby et al. 1994) and somepreliminary tests at the
Westinghouse Science and Technology Center (WSTC), an operating temperature
range of 850 to 900 "C for the plasma-heated calcination step is indicated; it
was selected in ptlot testing and as the reference design temperature.

In practice, however, somevolatilization of NaOHwill occur and can be
tolerated because fume scrubbing of calctner offgases will be required for
radiologtcal control Return of scrubbed NaOHto the sluice water (perhaps
after removal of volatilized 137Cs)and reintroduction to the calciner could
then be performed.

3.3.3 Flux Requirements for Calctnat|on

To take advantage of the solvating effect of molten NaOH, a sufficient
quantity of NaOHflux is required. In analytical chemistry applications,
weight ratios of NaOHto mineral to be dissolved range down to 2.5:1 (i.e.,
NaOHrepresents at least 70 wt% of the melt). Usually, however, this ratio is
higher (Bock 1979).

The weight ratio of NaOHto the total weights of the balance of material
in a composite Hartford Site waste calcine is about 2:1. However, the non-NaOH
materials include other potential fluxing agents or fusible salts. Chief
amongthese are sodium carbonate (NazC03). Sodium carbonate represents almost
8 wtSGof the calcine and, like NaOH, is a fluxing agent (melting point 853 "C)
used in analytical chemistry. Combining sodium carbonate with NaOHprovides,
in general, a more effective fluxing agent (Bock 1979). Including NazCO3 with
NaOH, a flux:mineral weight ratio of 3:1 exists in the calcined waste.

. Trisodium phosphate (N%P04) is about 10 wt_ of the calcined waste.
Combinedwith NaOH, it may form low-melting mixtures (Schroeder et al. 1937),
but by itself melts at 1512 °C. Few data on the melting of NaOH-N%PO4

• mixtures are found in the literature.

As discussed in Section 2.1, the waste is present in various waste types
with a range of compositions. Not all waste types by themselves have, or will
produce, sufficient NaOHand other fusible salt to achieve a flowable and
thoroughly fused melt. For example, the REDOXsludge sampled from Tank 104-S
and described in Table 2-4 contains only 29 wt% NaOHon a calcined basis.
A further 10 weight percent NazCO3 is available to flux this waste. Without
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more fluxing agent, calcination of this waste, containing almost 69 wt%

AI(OH)_ would ultimately yield nearly insoluble aluminae(A_]-_O_)_,lFortunately,other waste, such as sodium nitrate salt cake (see Tabl are rich in
salts (NaNO_and HANG2)that fom NaOHon calcination that can be blended with
waste such as REDOXsludge to achieve successful fusions. Therefore, to
maximize fluxing action, the quantities of NaOH, NazCO3, and N%PO4 available
in any waste calctne produced by the C/D process must be carefully assessed.
The conversion of nitrate and nitrite to hydroxide is important in providing
flux to calcination.

3.3.4 Oxidizing Chemistry of Rolten NaOH

The highly oxidizing power of mo]ten NaOHin the presence of atmospheric
oxygen is exp]otted tn fusions in analytical chemistry. Sodium peroxide
(NazOz) fomed by heating NaOHtn the presence of atmospheric oxygen may be
responsible for this oxidizing effect (Bock 1979). The oxidative properties
of molten NaOH in analytical fusions are further abetted by adding nitrate and
nitrite salts Thema] decomposition of NaNO_in melts with NaOHproduces
oxygen gas', this reaction helps achieve oxidation of reduced species [e.g.
sulfides, ferrous iron (II) compounds,reduced chromium compounds]present in
minerals. Fusions wtth sodium nitrite (NaNOz) are also used to achieve
oxidizing conditions (Bock 1979). Because NaNO3 and NaNOz are present in high
concentrations in virtually a]] Hanford Site waste, calcination is expected to
produce high]y oxidizing melts.

The oxidizing power of molten NaOH, especially in the presence of
atmospheric oxygen and nitrate/nitrite-generated oxygen, is expected to drive
elemnts having multiple oxidation states, at ]east to some extent, to their
higher, if not highest, oxidation states (DoleZa] et al. 1968). Most
important for the C/D process is oxidation of organic carbon to carbon
dioxide, which will be captured in the alkaline melt as carbonate.

Fusion of metal compoundsin alkali hydroxides, carbonates and nitrates,
sometimes with oxygen or air purged through the melt, are commoninorganic
chemistry and industrial methods to prepare salts of metals in their higher
oxidation states. Thus, chromium (III) hydroxide [Or(OH)z] _which is present
in the Hanford Site waste) can b_ oxidized to chromate (Cr04_'), manganese
dioxide (MnO_) to manganate (MnO4 "), iron hydroxide [Fe(OH)_] to ferrate
(FeO_:'), nic]ce] hydroxide [Hi(OH)z] to nickelate (NiOz"), bismuth hydroxide
[Bi(OH)z] to bismuthate [Bi(OH)6"] and cerium (III) to cerium (IV) during
calcina_cion (chromium and manganese, Kirk-Othmer [1981]; iron and nickel,
Levason and McAuliffe [1974]; bismuth and cerium, Cotton and Wilkinson
[lg88]).

For the oxidizable metal oxides of iron (FezOz) and chromium (CrzOz),
fusion with NaOHat 800 to 900 °C in the presence of oxygen gives the ferrate
and chromate double salts (NazFeO4 and NazCrO_, respectively [D'Ans and L6ffler
1930]).In these reactions,both metals oxidized from their (111) to their
(VI) oxidationstates. The reaction to form chromatewas complete,but the
reaction to form ferratewas incomplete(about"13%ferrate in the presence of
air and 22% in the presenceof pure oxygen). Reactionof Fe203and Cr203with
NaOH in the presence of nitrogengave no oxidationin forming the double salts
NazFezO4 and NazCrzO4.
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Finally, oxidation may lead to loss of chemical elements from the
alkaline melt by volatilization of the oxidized species. For example,
chlortde (CI') may be oxidized and lost from the melt by volatilization as
chlorine gas, while ruthenium has been shown to volatilize (perhaps as
ruthenium tetroxide, RuO_)from potassium nitrate-hydroxide melts at 400 °C
(Bock 1979). Volatilization of technetium as the oxide Tc207 is predicted
based on its boiling point of 311 °C; the potassium salt KTcO4 boils at about

. 1000 "C (Vida 1989). The boiling point of the sodium pertechnetate (NaTcO4)
salt was not found in the technical literature.

W

3.3.5 Neptunium, Plutonium, and Americium Oxide
Oxidation in NaOHMelts

The technical literature shows that ternary sodium actinide oxides in
elevated actin!de oxidation states can be prepared by fusing actinide dioxides

(e.g., NpO_, PuO2, and AmO_ in sodium oxide, peroxide, hydroxide, orcarbonate _Keller 1972, Keller 1973). By varying reaction conditions, such as
temperature, the presence of oxygen and use of the oxidant sodium peroxide
(which can be formed by the interaction of moist air with molten NaOH[Bock
1979]),a varietyof ternary oxidesmay be formed (Katz et al. 1986).

Ternaryplutoniumoxides with plutoniumin the (V) state (e.g.,
Na3Pu04),the (VI) state (e.g.,a-Na4PuOs, B-Na4PuOs, and Na6Pu06),and the

(VII) state (e.g.,NasPuO6, though the evidencefor this is indirect)arenIprepared under condit_on_similarto those postulatedfor calcination.
contrast,the only known Pu(IV) ternaryoxide (LisPuO6) is prepared under
vacuum (i.e., in the absenceof oxygengas), and ternary Pu(III)oxides are
unknown (Katz et al. 1986). Thus, treatingPuO2 with excess molten NaOH will
likely produceoxidized [Pu(EV)]plutonatesdispersed in a NaOH flux.

Analogousternary americiumoxides can be produced in the (V) state,
Na_AmO4, and in the (VI) state,e-Na4AmO5 and Na6AmO6. The compoundNa2AmOz,
with americiumin the (IV) state, can be producedunder nitrogen atmosphere
(Keller1967). No reportsof Am(Ill) or Am(VII)ternaryoxides with sodium
were found in the literature. Though americiumshows tendenciesto have lower
oxidationstates in ternaryoxides than plutonium,oxidizedAm(_V) species are
expected in NaOH fluxes.

While only one ternaryneptunium(V) oxide is known (NazNp04),at least
five ternaryNp(VI) oxides exist: Na_Np207,a-Na2NpO4, B-Na2NpO4, a-Na4NpO_,
B-Na4NpO5, and Na6NpO6 (Keller1972 ana Keller 1973). No reportsof sodium
neptunium (III), (IV), or (VII) oxides were found in the literature. Like

, plutonium,neptuniumwill probablyform (V) and (VI)valent sodium double
salts in molten NaOH.
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4.0 DISSOLUTIONCHEMISTRY

Following the calcination step, the NaOH-rich melt wi11 be partially
dissolved and digested in water. The optimum conditions for dissolution, such
as water:solid ratio, temperature, and time of digestion, are not yet
determined. These conditions may vary according to the composition of the

, melt, the surface area:volume ratio of the calcined material fed to the
dissolver, the precipitation and crystal growth of insoluble phases in the
NaOHaqueous solution, and perhaps the chemical valence adjustment (e.g.,

, reduction) of highly-oxidized metal species produced during calcination.
Understanding the behaviors of the TRUelements during the dissolution step,
especially their distributions to soluble and insoluble phases, is key to
achieving the desired TRU/non-TRUsplit.

4.1 SOLUBILITIES OF THE PRIMARYHANFORDSITE WASTE
CONSTITUENTSIN SODIUMHYDROXIDESOLUTION

Examination of the overall composition of the calcined waste (see
Table 3-1) showsthat the inventory is dominated by NaOH. After NaOH,
AI(OH)z, NazPO4, and NazCOz are the leading constituents of the calcine These
four componentsrepresent 95 mole% of the calcined waste. Therefore, the
solubilities of the sodium salts of phosphate and carbonate and of aluminum
species in sodium hydroxide solution are important in determining the
dissolution characteristics of calcined waste.

The technical literature of NazPO4 and NazCO3 solubilities in NaOH
aqueous solutions are summarized and reviewed by Linke (1965). The
solubilities of gibbsite (TAI(OH)z) and sodium aluminate [NaAI(OH)4] in NaOH
solution are important to the aluminum industry and have been studied
extensively (Chaplygtna et al. 1974; Wefers 1967). Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3,
derived from the cited studies, present the solubilities of NazPO4 (mostly as
the dodecahydrate), NazCO3 (as the mono-, hepta- and decahydrates), and
gibbsite/sodium aluminate in sodium hydroxide solution as functions of
solution composition and temperature.

4.1.1 NazPO4 and Na2COz Solubilities tn NaOHSolutton

The solubilities of NazPO4 and NazCOz in NaOHsolution are functions of
the concentration of NaOHand of temperature. The effects of these variables
on salt solubility must be considered in C/D processing and process design.

As shown in Figure 4-1, the solubility of NazPO4 is highly temperature
dependent and increases about five-fold in going from 25 to 100 °C. This is

" because the hydrated crystalline dodecahydrate species NazPO4.12HzO,when
heated, essentially melts in its own water of hydration. Thus, to minimize
the quantity of waste residue remaining after dissolution, incentive exists to
perform the dissolution of phosphate-bearing calcines at the highest
temperature possible.
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Figure 4-1. Trisodium Phosp3hateSolubility in Sodium Hydroxide Solution.
Line Corresponds to OH'/PO4 " - 6 Mole Ratio. Derived from Linke (1965).
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On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4-2, NazCOz solubility is
practicallytemperatureinvariantabove 15 wt% NaOH (correspondingto about 5M
NaOH). Below 15 wt% NaOH, increasingtemperatureto about 30 "C favors NazCO3
dissolution;furthertemperatureincreasehas little effect on NazCO3
solubility.

Both Figures4-I and 4-2 show that increasingNaOH concentration
decreases the solubilityof the respectivesalt. This is a manifestationof
the "commonion effect" by which sodium ion from NaOH, in common with the
sodium in the salt, drives clownthe salts' (N%PO4 and NazCO3) solubilities.

Ignoringother considerations(e.g.,other componentsin the waste
calcine, resultingsolutionviscosity,solutionrequirementsfor subsequent
processing,speed of dissolution),optimumdissolutionoccurs when the
quantity of water necessaryto effect completedissolutionis minimized. For
N%PO4 at 100 "C dissolution,the optimum occurs at essentially0% NaOH where
about 50 wt% of the saturatedsolution is N%PO4 (and 50% is water from the
associated 12 waters of hydrationof the trisodiumphosphatedodecahydrate).
By this measure of optimumdissolution,a high N%PO4 waste, if it did exist,
might be better processedseparatelyfrom NaOH and its calcinationsources
(NaNO3 and NAN02) to minimize waste volume. For NazCO3 dissolution,the
optimum is less distinctand total dissolvedsolute (NaOH plus NaaC03)of 25
to 30 wt% is attainablein the range 0 to 20 wt% NaOH.
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Figure 4-2. Sodium Carbonate Solubility in Sodium Hydroxide Solu(ttgO6nS.) LineCorrespondsto OH'/C_" l 6 Hole Ratio. Derivedfrom Linke
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In the entire calcine_ Hanford Site waste inventory, the mole ratios of
hydroxide/phosphate (OH'/PO_') and hydroxide/carbonate (OH'/C03=') are about
26 and 22, respectively (see Table 3-1). In practice, much lower ratios are
expected for certain waste types. In the case of N%PO4, for example, the
composite Bismuth Phosphate Process first and second cycle waste described in
Table 2-6 would produce a hydroxide/phosphate ratio of 2 in the projected
calcined waste.

Shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 are lines at hydroxide/phosphate and
hydroxide/carbonate mole ratios of 6. These ratios, which correspond to about
20 wt% NaOH(~7_ NaOH) at saturation in the respective sodium salt, are
proposed to represent nominal phosphate- and carbonate-rich calcined waste
dissolutions.

4.1.2 Stbbstte and Sodium Alumtnate Solubilities in NaOHSolution

. After NaOH, the most common hypotheticalcomponentof the calcined waste
(at 5.5 mole%) is AI(OH)3. Besidesthe solublesodium aluminatepresent in
Hanford Site waste as double shell slurry,double shell slurry feed, or in

• other waste liquors (Boomeret al. 1993),much of the aluminum is present in
the existingwaste sludge as poorly solublegibbsite and bOhmite solid phases.
Both gibbsiteand bOhmitehave been observed in waste sludges (Joneset al.
1992).

The NaOHfusion occasioned by calcination of Hanford Site waste is
expected to flux the solid aluminum phases by production of sodium aluminate
salt. The ensuing water dissolution of the NaOH-rich calcine should
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solubilize the alumlnum to produce sodium alumlnate solutlon. Thus, aluminum
phases that might have otherwise been sent to HLWvitrification may be
dlssolved and immoblllzed as less-costly LLWglass. This potential
redistribution of waste is a substantial incentive to pursue C/D technology.

Extensive study of phase solublllty in the system AI(O.H)3-NaOH-HzOhas
been undertaken by the alumlnum industry and is reported In tne technlcal
11terature. The solublllty phase diagram of this system Is shown in
Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3. AluminumSpecies Solubility in Sodium Hydroxide Solution. Lines

at Na/A1 = 2.and 6 Mole Ratios. Solid Phases are AI(OH)_, at Left, andNaAI(OH)4 2.SHzO, at Right (Chaplygtna et al. 1974; Wefers 1967).
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The solubility curve for AI(OH)3-NaOH-H_Ohas a markedly different shape
than those shown by N%PO4 and NazCOs in NaOH_olution. The concentration of
aluminum in saturated solutions of varying NaOHconcentration initially
increases with increased NaOHconcentration. Beginning at about 25 to 30 wt%
NaOH, however, the aluminum saturation concentration decreases with increasing
NaOH. Thus, the solubility phase diagram has the shape of a pointed hat with
the solution region being the area "under the hat."

This two-part solubility behavior is caused by the presence of two
solubility-controlling solid phases. In the left (low NaOHconcentration)
part of the phase diagram, _-AI(OH) 3 (i.e., gibbsite) is being dissolved by
NaOHto produce dissolved sodium aluminate. As NaOHconcentration increases,
however, the commonion effect due to sodium takes over and crystalline sodium
aluminate hydrate [NaAI(OH)4-2.5HzO] precipitates The right side of the
curve (high NaOHconcentration) describes the sol'ubility of the sodium
al uminate hydrate.

Like the cases for N%PO4 and NazCO3 in NaOH, increasing temperature in
the AI(OH)t-NaOH system also increases the solubilities of the solid phases.
A substantial enhancement of solubility is found at the high-concentration
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(i.e., 30 to 40 wt% NaOH) portton of the phase diagram tn going from 95 to
135 "C. Increased solubility of gtbbstte is also observed in solutions that
contain added sodium salts such as carbonate, sulfate, chlortde and fluoride
(C_ 2", S04_', C1", and F', respectively) (Hudson 1987). Similarly, enhanced
solubility of gtbbstte at lower sodium hydroxide concentrations in the
presence of sodium salts of nitrate, nitrite, sulfate, and carbonate in
simulated Hanford Site waste has been reported (Barney 1976).

o

Note also, however, the seemingly anomalous result that aqueous
isothermal dilution of a well-behaved sodium alumtnate/hydroxtde solutton

- could lead to the precipitation of gtbbstte. For example, consider a 50 °C
solutton that ts 25 wt% at both NaOHand AI(OH)3. As shown tn Ftgure 4-3,
this solutton has a sodium:aluminummole ratio oT 2 (see ltne marked
Ha/A1 - 2). By simple dilution to 15 wt% in both species (followed by
proceeding down the Ha/A1 - 2 line as shownby the arrow), the solution
becomes 2_-ttmes oversaturated with respect to AI(OH)_ [i.e., the saturation
concentration data point at 15 wt% NaOHis 6 wt% AI(OFI)]]. This behavior ts
exploited in the precipitation of gtbbstte from bauxite leach liquors during
Bayer processing (Wefers and Htsra 1987). Because of this behavior, solutton
concentrations must be monitored carefully during dissolution of high-aluminum
calcines so that precipitation of gtbbstte does not occur.

Precipitation of gtbbstte by dilution of alumtnate ltquors wtth water ts
also plausible in the course of Hanford Site waste retrieval operations.
Water wtll be used to dissolve sodium salts, decrease waste viscosity, and
increase waste mobility (pumpabiltty) during retrieval. According to the
gibbstte solubility behavior in simulated Hanford Site waste (Barney 1976) as
well as tn the AI(OH)3-NaOH system, gtbbstte precipitation can occur by
dilutton of certain waste llquors and slurries concentrated tn alumtnate.

4.1.3 Dissolution of AlumtnumValues from Bauxite

Because of the similarity of the chemical conditions of dissolution of
Hanford Site waste calcine and the NaOHdissolution of bauxite, it is
worthwhile to review the extensive experience of the alumtnum industry as
practiced in the Bayer process. The Bayer process for producing alumina
(Alz03)" from bauxitic ores reltes on the selective dissolution and
precipitation of aluminum phases in NaOHsolution and the subsequent
calcination of purified AI(OH) 3 to produce alumina. Gtbbsite and b_hmtte are
the two major aluminum-bearing mtnerals of interest in bauxite ore. Some
bauxitic ores also contain the more refractory form of AIOOH, the mineral
dtaspore (a-AIOOH). Bestdes glbbsite and b_hmtte, tramp minerals such as

. hematite (Fez03), gOthtte (FeOOH), siderite (FeCOz), the titania (Tt02) phases
anatase and futile, quartz (SiOz) and clay (e.g., kaolinite, montmorl_lontte,
and halloyslte) also occur in bauxite (Kirk-Othmer 1992b).

In the Bayer process, crushed bauxite ores are leached in concentrated
NaOHsolution (200 to 300 g NaOH/L corresponding to 5 to 7.5_) at 150 to
300 "C (Misra 1986). Steam-heated pressurized autoclaves are used to achieve
the high temperatures required. The primary aluminum-bearing ores are
dissolved by the action of the hot NaOHby the following reactions:

AI(OH)3 (gibbsite) + NaOH_ NaAI(OH)4
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AIOOH (bOhmtte;dtdspore) + NaOH+ H20 _ NaAI(OH)4.

Other than gtbbstte, bOhmtte, and dtdspore, mtneral s present tn the
bauxtte are generally not dissolved by NaOH. These undissolved mtnerals are
separated from the "green" or "pregnant" ltquor by cyclontng, followed by
settltng and cloth or sand filtration (Ktrk-Othmer 1992b). The undissolved
restdue is knownarchaically as "red mud" and more recently as bauxtte
restdue. Dtsposal of thts restdue poses a major environmental problem for the
alumtnum Industry because of the htgh pH of tts associated liquid. The
restdue wtll form a vttreous bond when calctned at about 1200 "C (Hudson
1987). Thus, formation of C/D residue tnto calctned "brtck" waste forms may
be possible. Economtcuse of Bayer process restdues to recover contained
metals and mtnerals has been studied with ltmtted success (EPA 1976).

Though most nonalumtnumhydroxide mtnerals are Insoluble in NaOH
solution, dissolution of reactive stllca by the hot and concentrated NaOH
durtng bauxtte digestion occurs to form soluble sodtum stllcate (Na2StOz).
One source of reactive stllca ts the clay kaolinite (kaolinite has the
Idealized formula A1203.2StO2.2H20). The sodium stlicate produced from
dissolution of reactlve stlfca can then react wlth dissolved sodtum aluminate
to form sodtum alumtnosiltcate precipitate (NazO.AlzOz.2StO2.xHzO), according
to the following reaction sequence:

A12Oz.2StOz.2HzO(kaolinite) + 6 NaOH_ 2 NaAI(OH)4 + 2 NazStO3 + HzO

2 NaAI(OH)4 + 2 Na2SiO3 + (x-2) H20 _ Na20.AI2Oz.ZStO2.xHzO(DSP) + 4 NaOH.

Thts reaction sequence, called destltcation in the alumtnum Industry, ts
exploited to remove unwanted siltca from the green liquor. The resulting
sodtum alumtnosilicate is called the desilicatton product (DSP). The DSP
reaction causes a loss of aluminum from solution equal, on a mole basis, to
the amount of reactive stltca. As shown in the above sequence, the DSP
reaction also consumesNaOHby formation of the sodium aluminostltcate.
Because stlica is not desired in the aluminate solutton for Bayer processing,
reaction conditions (high temperatures and solutton holding times) are
maintained to drive the DSP reaction toward completion (Kirk-Othmer 1992b).

The DSPcompoundrepresents a series of zeolites based on
aluminosilicate frameworks. The frameworks can incorporate various sodium
salts such as carbonate, sulfate, chloride, hydroxide and aluminate. In the
presence of excess aluminate (as ts always true in the Bayer process), this
reaction acts as a dissolved stlica scavenger and reduces silicon solution
concentration, under plant conditions, to about 0.3 g/L. In the presence of
calctum ion, the DSPbecomesthe alumtnosilicate cancrintte
[3(NazO.AlzOz.3SiO2).2CaC03]. With cancrintte, the dissolved silicon
concentrations fall below 0.01 g/L (Hudson 1987).

The experience of the aluminum industry in the Bayer process, with
respect to the DSPprecipitation, implies that stlicon and aluminum present in
the C/D-processedHanford Site waste will react on a I:I mole basis to form
sodium aluminosilicatesof low solubility. Furthermore,the sodium
aluminosilicateswill carry sodium salts. Unless otherwisedissolvedor
segregated,these sodium aluminosilicateresidues and their contained salts
will report to the vitrifiedHLW fraction.
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It is important that high-silicon waste, such as the diatomaceous earth
depostts present tn stx Hanford Site waste tanks, be processed separately from
aluminum-bearing waste durtng C/D operations so that maxtmumaluminum and
stltcon dissolution can be effected. As shown tn Table 2-1, stltcon ts
present tn the Hanford Stte waste at about 10 mole%of the level found for
aluminum.

, The Bayer process experience wtth respect to plant destgn, phase
separation and filtration technology, materials of construction, conditions of
temperature, and residence ttme for DSP crystallization and growth, can also

. be profitably exploited for C/D plant design. The aspects of the chemtcal
engineering of the Bayer process are gtven by Hudson (1987).

4.2 DISSOLUTZONOF OXZDIZABLECHERICALCORPONENTS
OF THE CALCINEDWASTE

Elements with multtple oxidation states w111 be oxidtzed to their
htgher, tf not htghest, oxidation states by calcination tn NaOH. Some
elements (e.g chlorine, C1a, and ruthenium as Ru04) may be lost from the
melt by volatiiizatton and subsequently be scrubbed in the off-gas system.
The transition metals tron, chromium, and manganeseare expected to be
oxtdtzed tn the _elt to the (VI) oxidation state and form soluble oxyantons of
the formula Re04"'; nickel would form the soluble oxyanton NtO2" [or Nt(OH)4"].
Soluble bismuthate anion [Bi(OH)6"] and Insoluble cerium (IV) oxide or hydrous
oxtde would also form.

On contact with alkaline solution during dissolution, many of these
spectes are sufficiently oxidizing to oxtdtze hydroxide to oxygen gas and, in
turn, be reduced. The following standard reduction potentials (in volts) for
bastc (pH = 14) solutions Illustrate plaus|ble reduction half-reactions for
these metallic species and the corresponding hydroxide-oxygen couple potent|a1
(Bratsch 1989) :

Cr04z" / Cr(OH)z (fresh pt) -0.12

Mn042"/ MnOz (pt) (0.51)

Fe042" / Fe(OH)z (pt) (0.71)

Nt(OH)4" / Nt(OH)z (pt) (0.7)

Bt (OH)e" / Bi (OH)z (pt) (0.7)
P

CeOz (pt) / Ce(OH)3 (pt) (0.5)

• 02 / OH" 0.411

pt - Noncrystalline precipitate.
() = Estimated value.

The above half reactions show that, except for chromate, all the listed
oxidized metals are thermodynamically powerful enough oxidants to liberate
oxygen from hydroxide. Oxidation of water by ntckelate has been observed.
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However, manganate ion reportedly is stable in alkaline solution (Cotton and
Wilkinson 1988). Cerium (IV) oxide, with its low solubility, would probably
remain oxidized.

Most likely, given the trreverstbtltty of oxygen electrode couples and
the resulting high overpotenttal for oxygen formation (Latimer 1952), only
slow reduction of ferrate and bismuthate in the NaOHsolution would occur.
Thus, ferrate and blsmuthate could act as soluble oxidizing redox
(reduction/g_tdatton) buffers tn the NaOHsolutions.

The anticipated formation and stability of soluble chromate vta
C/D oxidation and dissolution of Cr(OH)x from the Hanford Site waste sludge ts
significant. Chromiumhas been Identified as a principal driver of the
"canister count" resulting from Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVF) feed
specifications (Swanson 1993). According to Swanson1993, the Hanford Site
waste inventory of chromium, by ttself, requires 80,000 canisters to
incorporate into glass. The aluminum tn HLW, tn comparison, requires
SO,O00 canisters, whtle sodium requires 1,000,000 canisters. These three
elements, all expected to be readtly solubtltzed by C/D and thus be fed to
less-expensive LLWengineered waste forms if separated from TRU, are leadtng
Hanford Stte waste contributors to the HWVP"canister count."

4.3 INSOLUBLERESIDUESREMAININGFOLLOWINGDISSOLUTION
i

Water-Insoluble residues w111 remain following the C/D treatment of the
Hartford Stte waste. As discussed in Section 4.1.3, sodium alumtnostltcate
phases, such as the zeolttes and cancrtnltes found in bauxite residues from
Bayer process destltcation, are expected in the C/D residue if both aluminum
and silicon are present in the Hanford Site waste feed.

Transition metal oxides and hydroxides from the Hartford Site waste
sludge that do not undergo oxidation or that do oxidize but subsequently are
reduced during the dissolution step (i.e., iron, zirconium, nickel,
manganese), would reprectpitate as oxides and hydroxides. The lanthanides
(e.g., cerium, lanthanum) would also precipitate as oxides/hydroxides.
Bismuth phosphate (BtP04), identified in waste sludge samples by x-ray
diffraction spectrometry (Jones et al. 1992), would be expected, like other
phosphate minerals, to metathestze during NaOH/Na2COz fusion and the bismuth,
if not oxidized to form soluble blsmuthate, reprecipttate as the Bi(]I])
hydroxide or hydroxycarbonate (DoleZal et al. 1968). Lead (Pb) is expected to
oxidize in the NaOHfusion to Pb(IV). Whether lead (IV) precipitates or
dissolves as the Pb(OH)_2" ion is not known.

Salts of the alkali metals (sodium and potassium), with the exception of
those present in tectosllicate(s) (e.g., zeolite, cancrinite) wi]l dissolve.
Phosphate and sulfate are significant contributors to the "canister count"
(Swanson 1993). According to Swanson1993, phosphate immobilization requires
400,000 canisters while sulfate immobilization requires 200,000 canisters. It
is anticipated that the majority of phosphate and sulfate will be readily
soluble as their respective sodium salts. However, alkaline earth
precipitates of phosphates and sulfates are only sparingly solub]e. The
alkaline earths (present in the Hanford Site waste principally as calcium,
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strontium and magnesium) would be expected to precipitate as phosphates,
sulfates, or possibly carbonates.

Urantum and thorium wtll not change oxidation states [(Vl) and (IV),
respectively] durtng C/_ processing. Thorium hydrous oxlde, whlch has a
solublllty of about ]O"B(about 0.000002 g/L) at pH - 14 (Ryan and Ral 1987),
w111 probably remain undlssolved and w111 posslbly be copreclpltated wlth a

. macroconstttuent such as Fe(OH)_. The so1ub|ltty of urantum tn alkallne
simulated Savannah Rtver Stte waste (wtth composition at about 1_ NaOH,
2_ NaN_, 1M NaNO_ O.Z_ NaAI(OH)4, 0.2_ Na2CO3, and 0.2_ NazSO,) was found to

• range from 1 to 10 mg/L (Hobbs et al. 1993). Thus, urantum wf11 probably
dtssolve to someextent, especially tn solutions of htgher carbonate solutton
concentrations.

4.4 NEPTUNIUM,PLUTONIUM,ANDAMERICIUMBEHAVIOR
IN DISSOLUTIONOF CALCINEDWASTE

Ternary sodtum actlntde oxides, tn whtch the actlntdes neptunium,
plutonium, and americium are tn oxidation states ranging from (V) to posstbly
(VII), are expected to form durtng Hanford Site waste calcination. The
solubilities of the oxidtzed acttntdes tn the alkallne solution, resulting
from the ensutng dissolution step, may be sufficiently high that the solutions
themselves wtll not be solubility-limited to non-Tl_.waste levels (non-TRU
waste ts <100 _t/g corresponding to about 0.17 g _'Np/L, 0.001 g _9'_°Pu/L,
or 0.000035 g "Am/L). Furthermore, the redox buffering capacity of spectes
such as manganate, ferrate, and btsmuthate could maintatn oxidizing conditions
in the NaOHsolutton at about 0.5 volts, and thus, stabilize the oxidized
acttnide dissolved species.

Relatively low solubilities of hydrated plutonium (IV) oxide (PuO2.xH20)
tn alkaline simulated Hanford Stte waste solution (e.g_, ~ O.O02g/L in 7_ NaOH
and O.O0012g/L at 3_ NaOH) have been observed at intermediate electrode
potentials of about 0 to 0.1 volts. The dissolved species was identified as
Pu(V). As would be expected when the dissolved and solld phases are tn
different oxidation states, the plutonium solubility was sensitive to redox
potential (Delegard 1987). In thts case, a more oxidizing system, such as
that furnished by ferrate, would increase dissolution by stabilizing the
dissolved Pu(V) species.

The solubility of Pu(VI) hydroxide in NaOHIs at least 1 g/L (Delegard
1987). Dissolutions of the ternary sodium plutonium (VI) oxides have been
studied In water and dt1ute NaOH. In those studies, plutonium solution
concentrations ranged from 0.2 to 2 g/L (Keller eL al. 1965). At least 20 g/L
concentrations of Pu(VII) in highly alkaline solutton have been observed
(Peretrukhin and Spitsyn 1982). The solubility data for oxidized plutonium,

. therefore, show solutton concentrations that exceed the TRU 11mtt.

Ltke plutonium, the solubility of oxidized Amis not expected to limit
Amsolutton concentrations to less than TRUwaste levels. The TRUwaste
constraint becomesmore restrictive by the higher specific activity of _lAm
than that of the plutonium isotopes. The stability of the oxidized [_(V)]
Am spectes are, however, lower than those of the corresponding plutonium
oxidation states in the alkaline solutton (Peretrukhin and Spttsyn 1982). In
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the absence of organtc complexants, the solubility of the _(III) phase
precipitating tn synthetic Hanford Stte waste Is less than the TRUwaste ltmtt
(Delegard et al. 1984).

The stabilities of oxtdtzed [_(V)] neptunium spectes are htgher than
those of _jl.e corresponding plutonium species (PeretrukhJn and Spttsyn 1982).
However, _'Np has a low spectfic activity. The maximumsolubility of the
neptunium spectes precipitating tn synthetic Hanford Stte waste was about
0.2 g/L or approximately 100 nCJ/mL (Delegard and Gallagher 1983). Thus,
neptunium tn the dissolved state may be solubility-limited to about the TRU
threshold.

e

Therefore, dissolution of acttnide values from waste sludges durtng
C/O processing ts probable. Acttnlde dissolutions, t6 found to occur, will
require additional processing to Implement C/O technology.
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5.0 EXPERIIIENTALRATERIALSANDMETHODS

Laboratory-scale calcination and aqueous dissolution experiments were
conducted using both simulated and genuine Hanford Site waste materials. Some
experiments with stmulants were performed using compositions having few
componentsto tsolate the behavior of selected components. Other experiments

. were conducted using more comprehensive Hanford Site waste stmulants.
Finally, experiments using blended and unblended genuine Hanford Site waste
materials were performed. Investigations of the compatibility of candidate

• materials of construction to molten sodium hydroxide were also conducted.

The materials, apparatus, and methods used to perform the
experimentation are described in this section.

5.1 APPARATUSANDPROCEDURES

The technique and apparatus that will achieve full-scale Hanford Site
waste calcination have not yet been selected. However, the heating required
for waste calcination likely will not occur through a vessel wall. In earlier
pilot calcination tests, simulant waste material adhesion to vessel walls
occurred because of the formation of sticky and viscous high-sodium melts.

To overcome the poor heat transfer and material handling problems
associated with through-the-wall heating, air plasma mediated calcination was
selected for recent pilot testing. Two pilot tests (November 1992 and
November 1993) were conducted at the WSTC. In the WSTCtests, simulated Tank
241-SY-lOI (IOI-SY) waste slurry was injected into high-speed superheated air.
A turbulent and rapid (ms) heating of the simulant waste to about 1500 °C was
achieved by that method. The waste was then rapidly cooled (in the time range
of lO to 50 ms) by adiabatic expansion to reach -850 °C in the calciner
crucible where waste residence times were on the order of fractions of an hour
to hours (Gass et al. 1993 in Colby et al. 1994).

Muffle furnace heating of material in crucibles achieved the 850 °C
calcination temperature in the present lab tests. The crucible-in-furnace
laboratory apparatus, however, models neither the rapid heating nor the
turbulentmixing of the pilot calcinerused at the WSTC, nor will it likely
model any other selectedfull-scalecalcinationmethod for short (<I minute)
residencetimes at temperature. Muffle furnaceheatingof waste materials in
crucibleswas adoptedbecauseof its simplicityand the availabilityof the
equipment. Resultsfrom the laboratorycalcinationtests are expected to give

. reliable calcinationdata for calcinationtime scales above about one minute
(i.e., the time required for the crucibleand contents to achievethe 850 °C
calcinationtemperaturein the preheatedmuffle furnace).

v

In most experimentsusing simulatedwaste and all experimentswith
genuine waste, severalhours of laboratoryoven preheating (at 120 to 130 °C)
of the materialsto be calcinedwere performed. The preheatingstep drove off
solutionwater and alloweddirect introductionof the dried waste materials
into the heated furnacewithout risk of boil-overof the crucible contents.
The preheatingstep, by drivingoff water, also reduced times required for the
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waste to reach 850 °C calcination temperatures. Calcination times (time in
the furnace) ranged from 1 to 42 minutes.

The calcination tests generally used crucibles constructed of corundum
(also knownas alumina, AlzC_). Experimentswith simulants used SO-milliliter
(mL) capacity, flat-bottomed conical crucibles; experiments with genuine waste
used lO0-mLcapacity, high-form (curved-wall) crucibles.

Aqueousdissolutionswere conducteddirectlyin the crucibleswith hot
plateheatingaboutI0 minutesafterthe crucibleshadbeen removedfrom the
furnace. The slurriesthenweretransferredfromthe cruciblesto IS- or
iO-mLcapacitycentrlfugetubesby polyethylenetransferpipets. The slurries
were centrifugedto producea clearsupernate.The supernatantsolutionwas
decantedand analyzed.For mostexperiments,the residualsolidswerewater
washed,air dried(at60 to I00 "C) and analyzed.

Materialsperformancetestsgenerallywereconductedby heatingIS g of
sodiumhydroxidein cruciblesconstructedof thematerialsto be tested.
Surveyof the technicalliteratureshowedpromisingcandidatematerialswere
alumina(A1203),zirconia(Zr02),and unalloyed(commerciallypure)nickel.
Observationsof corrosionattackwere notedby visualchecksanddetermination
of materialweightloss. Initialmaterialperformancestudiesshowedthatthe
zirconiaand nickelcrucibleswere inferiorto alumina. Therefore,further
testsof corrosionratesas functionsof temperaturewere performedfor
alumina.

5.2 MATERIALS

Materials used during the experiments included both simulated and
genuine waste. Crucibles fabricated from alumina, zirconia, andnickel were
used for the materials performance tests.

S.2.1 Simulated Waste

The simulated waste usedduring the experiments were prepared from
reagentmaterialsand distilledwater. However,the sodiumaluminate
[NaAI(OH)4]used in the simulantpreparationswas technicalgrade.

Two HanfordSitewastesimulantformulationswere prepared: a simulant
basedon the compositionof the contentsof IOI-SYand a compositebasedon
the totalHanfordSitewasteinventory.The IOI-SYrecipe(Delegard1993)was
basedon the compositionfoundfrom samplestakenduringthe December1991
WindowE (Hertinget al. 1992). The compositeHanfordSitewasteformulation
is presentedin AppendixA.

Simplifiedwastematerialswere alsoprepared.The simplifiedwaste
formulationsare presentedin Table5-I. The simplifiedwasteformulations
were basedon two systems:

• 0.75mole fractionsodiumhydroxide(NaOH)with varying
concentrationsof aluminumhydroxide[AI(OH)3],silica(Si02),and
ferricoxide(Fe203)
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• 0.75 mole fractionsodiumhydroxidewith varying concentrationsof
aluminum hydroxide, sodium carbonate (NazCOz), and trtsodtum
phosphate (N%P04).

Table 5-1. Simplified Waste Formulations.
.......

Hole fraction
Expt. , ...........

- NaOH A1(OH)3 StOz FeO1.s NazPO4 NaaCO_
,m, ,, i ,, ,, i,m ,, I ,

1A 0.75 0.25 ........
i =, i , i ,, i, i,, , ,, , ,,

2A 0.75 -- 0.25 ......
i i i ,,

3A 0.75 .... 0.25 ....
i i ii,, i

4A 0.75 0.125 0.125 ......
i ,, i1,, , ,, i, ,,

5A 0.75 0.125 -- 0.125 ....
n i i , i , ,m,,, ,, , , ,

6A 0.75 -- 0.125 0.125 ....
i i ii wn iron ii llm i iii i i i i

7A 0.75 0.125 0.0625 0.0625 ....
i

8A 0.75 0.0625 0.125 0.0625 ....
ii , ,i i, i =,

BA 0.75 0.0625 0.0625 0.125 ....
,i , ,,, , , i

1B 0.75 0.25 ........
i m , , , , ,,,

2B 0.75 ...... 0.25 --
,, i i m, , ,, ,, ,

3B 0.75 ........ 0.25

4B 0.75 0.125 .... 0.125 --

5B 0.75 0.125 __ I .... 0.125

6B 0.75 ...... 0.125 0.125
i i , i , m

7B 0.75 0.125 .... 0.0625 0.0625

8B 0.75 0.0625 .... 0.125 0.0625

9B 0.75 0.0625 .... 0.0625 0.125

The primary objectives of performing the first set of experiments were
to investigate the possible formation of aluminosilicates during the
dissolution step and to determine the disposition of iron during C/D

• processing. Of particular interest in the second set of experiments was
determining the possible formation and subsequent dissolution of aluminum
phosphate (A1PO4) and dawsonite [NaA1COz(OH)z]from waste components.

Further C/D tests of simplified waste formulations were conducted to
investigate the disposition of phosphate in the presence of calcium,
aluminate, silica, and carbonate in sodium hydroxide. The tests helped
determine the precipitation of calcium with phosphate. Formation of insoluble
phosphate phases [e.g., apatite, Cas(P0_zOH] would increase the volume of
high-level glass because of the high dilution of phosphate required to
formulate an acceptable glass waste form. The experiments helped determine if
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calctum would preferentially form an alumlnate, silicate, aluminostlicate, or
carbonate phase and thus leave phosphateas the relatively soluble trisodtum
phosphate. Two formulations were prepared:

• 0.75 mole fractio;J sodiumhydroxide wlth equal molar
concentrations of trisodium phosphate, calcium hydroxide
[Ca(OH)2)], aluminumhydroxide, and silica

• 0.75 mole fraction sodiumhydroxide wtth equal molar
concentrations of trtsodium phosphate, calcium hydroxide, aluminum
hydroxide, and sodiumcarbonate (NazC03).

The successful alkaline fusion of Hanford Site waste dependson the
extent of conversion of sodiumnitrate (NaNO_)and sodiumnitrite (NAN02)to
sodiumhydroxide (NaOH). A set of experiments, therefore, was performed to
determine the extent of nitrate conversion to hydroxide. The experiments were
conductedusing 50 mole_ reagent aluminumhydroxide. The aluminumhydroxide
served as a sink for the initial andproduct sodiumhydroxide. Gtbbstte,
_-AI(OH)3, was the aluminumhydroxide phase used in these experiments and is
the aluminum-bearing solid phasemost commonlyfound in Hanford Site waste.

Sodiumnitrate and sodiumhydroxide, in mole ratios ranging from 0 to 1,
comprised the remaining 50 mole_ of the experimental mixtures. The varying
nitrate:hydroxide ratios helped determine the effect, if any, sodiumhydroxide
had on sodiumnitrate thermal stability. The solubiltzation of the aluminum
hydroxide causedby formation of soluble sodiumalumtnate thus served as
evidence of the extent of nitrate conversion to hydroxide. The aluminum
hydroxide solubilization also served as a practical demonstration of a major
objective of C/D processing.

5.2.2 6enulne Waste

Samplesof genuine waste were used to test C/D. Sampleswere taken from
Tanks241-SY-101, 241-S-104, and 241-BX-107 (101-SY, 104-S, and 107-BX,
respectively) representing, respectively, CC, REDOXsludge, and Bismuth
PhosphateProcess first and secondcycle waste. The 101-SY samplematerial
used was a composite prepared fromsamplescollected following the WindowC
(May 1991) and WindowE gas release events. The 104-S and 107-BX sampleswere
collected during the SSTcharacterization efforts. The chemical and
radlonucltde compositions of the waste samplesused for the C/D tests are
presented in Table 5-2.

Calcination/dissolution tests of blended genuine waste were also
conducted. Approximately equal-weight blends of 104-S with 101-SY and 107-BX
with 101-SY were prepared. These tests simulated the blending expected to be
necessary to achieve successful alkaline fusion for waste containing
relatively little NaOHor sodiumhydroxide-producing components(i.e., NaNO_,
and NAN02). Waste low in sodiumhydroxide, sodiumnitrate, and sodiumnitrite
have correspondingly higher concentrations of aluminum,phosphate, transition
metals (e.g., iron, chromium), and bismuth. For the present tests, waste
requiring extra fluxing agents were the 104-S and 107-BXmaterials.
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Table 5-2• Compositionsof GenuineHanfordSite Waste•

' Concentration(wt%) '

Component Cc'(i01-sY) REDOX(104-S) Bismuth Phosphate(Herttng et al. 1992) Process (]07-BX)
i , , , i , ,,| i , . ,,,

AI 3.2 11.9 1.20

' Bi - 0.003 2.06
B

, in m iron,, ii ,,,,, , i ,,, , , ,,,, ,,

Ca 0.023 0.056 0.31
i | ii i i iiii i i i i1| ii

• " c,. o.41 o._ o.ou
• , , ,, ,,,

' F© ' ' 0.028 ........ 0.'i9 0.94

x 0.3:,6 olil o.oll
Mn - 0.12 0.005

ii i ii i ii ii i i ii

Ns 20.7 11.6 10.0

Ni '" o.oi5 ..... o.52..... 0.20
si - ' oi_2 ' o._

I u o.ooe3 0.73 0.20

z,, ' 0.002 ...... o.oo5 ' o._
cr ' 6.v9 ' 0.31....... 0.12 '

" v " ' o.03 o.oll " ' o._
NO2" 10.$ 1.98 0.92

iii i i ii i i i i i

" NO,_" 11.7 20.4 15.0

PO,,3" 0.64 O.11 1.50

.....so,'-' 0.4o......... 0.24 " 1.4T2......'
CO_2" .... 3.15 .......... 2.28 0.58

OH" 2.47 0.2 -

TOC 1.53 0.13 0.055

H20 35.5 ............... 34.8 56.4

I pa ' - .... 13.3 ..... 9.68 "

!Radionuciide .... Concentration(pCi/g) '
*°S'r .... 21 320 10

"r_ 0.21 o.o26 ' o.03s
• n3_Cs ' 350 ' 64 ' " 13

_"Np o.ooo02s 0.015 0.020

.... 2_'u°Pu ..... 0.0067 O.16 0.044
..... , ,,, , , , , ,, ,

UlAm 0.11 0.12 0.075
..............
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Simple water dissolutions of noncalcined waste were also performed.
Comparing the results of the simple water dissolution with the C/D results
helped identify the benefits of C/D processing.

5.2.3 Cruc|bles

Crucible materials were tested for compatibility wtth the molten
alkaline sodium hydroxide melts. In addition to the alumina crucibles used
for most tests, zirconia and nickel crucibles were tested. The 50-mL capacity
alumina (99.8 wt% Alz_Oz)crucibles were offered by Coors Ceramicon Designs
Limited of Golden, Colorado. The lO0-mL capacity, high-form alumina crucibles
were also obtained from Coors.

Fully-(yttrta)stabiltzed, 50-mL conical ztrconta crucibles, from Coors
Ceramicon, and 40-mL cylindrical stabilized zirconia crucibles (containing
approximately 5 wt% calcla, CaO), from Alia/Johnson Hatthey, Ward Htll,
Hassachusetts, were obtained. The commercially-pure nickel (99% minimum
ntckel; maximum0.25% copper, 0.40% iron, 0.35% magnesium, 0.15% carbon,
0.35% stltcon, and 0.0]% sulfur/weight basis) crucibles (lO0-mL capacity) were
obtained from VWRScientific. The nickel crucible manufacturer was Dual
Hanufacturing Company, Chicago, [llinois.

5.3 ANALYSES

Chemical and radionuclide concentrations were determined during the
performance of these experiments. [n addition, crystallographic (X-ray
diffraction) analyses identified crystalline solid phases present in feed and
product materials from C/D. All analyses were conducted by the Analytical
Operations of the 222-S laboratory of the Westinghouse Hanford Company(WHC).

Hetal concentrations (e.g., aluminum, sodium, phosphorus, sulfur,
chromium, iron, silicon, calcium, nickel, manganese, potassium, bismuth) were
determined by inductively coupled plasma (]CP) spectrometry. Inorganic anion
analyses (e.g., for fluoride, chloride, nitrite, nitrate, phosphate and
sulfate) were provided by an ion chromatography method.

Hydroxide concentrations were determined by standard titration.
Carbonate (inorganic carbon) was determined by collecting carbon dioxide
expelled from acidified sample aliquots and titrating the resulting carbonic
acid. Organic carbon concentrations were determined by collecting carbon
dioxide from pyrolyzed sample aliquots and a similar coulometric titration.
A spectrophotometric technique was used for chromium (VI) (i.e., chromate)
concentration determinations.

Radionuclide analyses incl_ed gamm_pnergy analyses (GEA) to quantify
g_mma-emit_ng nuclides such as Cs and "'Eu (europium-154). Strontium-90
('vSr) and"Tc were determined by so]vent extraction and counting techniques.
e_,ara_n_plvent ex_?,action techniques helped determine concentrations of

_TeL_U £qlNp, Pu, and Am (the respective neptunium, plutonium, and americium
isotopes). Uranium was quantified chemically by a time-resolved laser
fluorescence method.
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6.0 RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Laboratory investigations were conducted to determine container material
resistance to molten sodium hydroxide and to determine the chemical behaviors
of Hanford Site waste to calcination and water dissolution processing.
Chemtcal distributions (material balances) and rates of reaction were studied
for simulated waste. Chemical and radionuclide material balances then were
determined for genuine Hanford Site radioactive tanked waste processed, on a
lab scale, by calcination and water dissolution.

6.1 MATERIALPERFORMANCE

Review of the technical literature showedmolten sodium hydroxide in atr
or oxygen to be an extremely corrosive and oxidizing solvent. The chemical
aggressiveness of molten oxidizing sodium hydroxide will be obtained during
calcination of Hanford Site radioactive tanked waste because sodium hydroxide
is present in the waste. Sodium hydroxide also forms via thermal
decomposition of sodium nitrate and nitrite waste components.

The aggressiveness of molten sodium hydroxide is key to the success of
calcination in metathesizing refractory mineral phases, such as bShmite
(AIOOH) and cancrintte (NaAIStO4.xH20.yNaNOz), present in the waste The
calclnermaterial itself,however,must resist attack by sodium hydroxide.
Cruciblesconstructedof a suitablyresistantmaterialwere also required to
performthe laboratorystudies.

The technicalliteratureshowed alumina,zirconia,and nickel to be most
likelyto resist attack by molten oxidizingsodium hydroxide. Therefore,
scopingtests of material performancewere conductedusing alumina, zirconia,
and nickel crucibles. The scopingtests showed the zirconia and nickel
materialsperformedrelativelypoorly comparedwith alumina. Data are
presentedin Appendix B.

6.1.1 Ztrconia

Zirconiacruciblesfrom two manufacturerswere tested. The zirconia
cruciblesfrom Alfa failed upon introductionto the furnaceby fracturingvia
thermal shock. Subsequentcorrosiontests using shardsof the broken zirconia
crucible immersed in molten sodiumhydroxide (held in an aluminacrucible)
showed rapid intergranularattack and high weight loss (about2.5 wt_ in
5 minutes). The shard itself,initiallyhard and dense, had become chalky
after exposure to molten sodium hydroxide.

• Zirconia cruciblesfrom Ceramiconwere also tested. Like the zirconia
cruciblesfrom Alfa, these cruciblesfailed by cracking. The inabilityof the
zirconiacruciblesto toleratethe thermalshock of direct introductionto a
preheatedfurnaceeliminatedthem from considerationfor use in the present
lab tests. Furthertests of the Ceramiconzirconiacrucibleswere conducted
to determine resistanceto molten sodium hydroxide.
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Subsequent attack of Ceramicon zirconta crucibles by molten sodtum
h_ _xide was manifest by severe exfoltatton (spallation, blistering, and
s_: Jng). The ztrconta used tn both the Alfa and Coors crucibles contain
blends of agents (typically calcia or magnesia, Austin 1984, as well as
yttrta) to stabilize the cubic phase of ztrconta. It ts postulated, based on
the composition of the crucibles and the mode of attack, that the respective
tntergranular and exfoltatton failures were because of the action of molten
NaOHon the stabilizing agents. Further tests of ztrconia were not performed.

6.1.2 Ntckel and Alumtna e

The corrosion behaviors of ntckel and alumina crucibles in molten sodium
hydroxide, as functions of temperature, are presented in Figure 6-1. Alumina
performance was clearly supertor to that of nickel. In short-term tests,
alumtna linear corrosion rates were about 30 cm/y at 750 "C, 70 cm/y at
875 "C, and 90 cm/y at 1000 °C. Nickel l tnear corrosion rates were at least
two-times htgher, based on weight losses, at 875 and 1000 °C. Ntckel also
showedmarked preferential attack at the air-liquid (NaOH) interface. Unlike
ztrconia, neither ntckel nor alumina fractured during testing.

Figure 6-1. Corrosion Behavior of Alumina and Nickel Crucibles
tn Rolten Sodium Hydroxide.

0.6
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Based on the corrosion scoping tests with alumina, zirconia, and nickel,
alumina crucibles were selected for the laboratory calcination studies.
Alumina performance was not ideal, however, and the corrosion rates may be
unacceptably large for process equipment exposed directly to high-temperature
molten sodium hydroxide. Alumina also may not have the strength and
mechanical flexibility required for long-term (multiyear) performance.
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Further corrosion studies must be conducted to select an acceptable material
for calciner construction. Proper equipment design to avoid direct exposure
of the vessel to molten sodium hydroxide probably will be required.

The alumtna corrosion results are indicative, however, of the tremndous
solvattng power of molten sodium hydroxide. The linear corrosion rate of
alumina at 875 °C (about 70 cm/y) corresponds to the dissolution of a

. 50#m-dtameter alumina parttcle in 20 minutes. Aluminum hydroxide and
oxyhydroxide particles in Hanford Site waste wtll be smaller than this
diameter and substantially easier to corrode than high-fired alumina

, refractory.

6.2 C/D OF SIHPLIFIED WASTECOMPOSITIONS

To determine the behaviors and interactions of the principal chemical
componentsof Hanford Site waste (aluminum hydroxide, silica, iron oxide,
sodium carbonate, and trtsodium phosphate in sodium hydroxide), C/D tests were
conducted using simplified waste compositions. Two separate sets of tests
were conducted. Both sets used compositions based on 75 mole% sodium
hydroxide (sodium hydroxide represents about 82 mole% of the projected
calcined Hanford Site waste inventory). Concentrations of the other materials
comprised the remaining 25 mole%. The simplified waste compositions tested
are given In Table 5-1.

In the first set, varying concentration combinations of aluminum
hydroxide [AI(OH)z ], ferric oxide (Fez03), and silica (S102) were used. The
second set used varying concentration combinations of aluminum hydroxide,
trisodium phosphate (NazP04), and sodium carbonate (NazCOz). With sodium
hydroxide, these three components represent about 95 mole% of the calcined
Hanford Site waste inventory.

A single test was conducted to identify the preferred insoluble phase(s)
formed from C/D of 75 mole% sodium hydroxide with equimolar (6.25 mole%)
amounts of aluminum hydroxide, silica, trisodium phosphate, and calcium
hydroxide [Ca(OH)2]. A test similar to the above test was conducted In which
sodium carbonate _NazCOz)replaced silica. The concentrations of the
remaining chemicals were otherwise identical. These experiments helped
determine if calcium would react with aluminate, silicate, aluminosilicate, or
carbonate preferentially over phosphate.

Finally, a set of experiments were run to test the thermal conversion of
nitrate to hydroxide. The formation of the nitrite as an intermediate in the

. thermal decomposition of nitrate to hydroxide was also studied. Initial
compositions were 50 mole% aluminum hydroxide with sodium nitrate and sodium
hydroxide, in varying ratios, comprising the remaining 50 mole%. The

, experimentaldata for C/D of simplifiedwaste are presentedin Appendix C.

6.2.1 Al(OH)z-StOz-FezOz in NaOH

Calcinations for this set of experiments were performed at 750 °C for
30 minutes. The test matrices are presented in Table 5-1. Two sequential
dissolutions in water (to produce, at completion, about 6.5_Hsodium) were
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performed on the calctned matertal and the solutions analyzed. The washedand
dried residues were analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) to identify restdual
Insoluble phases.

Results of the dissolution and XRDanalyses are presented in Table 6-1.
Several observations were madefrom the results. As shownin experiment IA,
the calcination time and temperature conditions were inadequate to convert the
aluminumhydroxide reagent (found to be gtbbstte by XRD) completely to soluble
sodiumalumtnate. Likewise, not all stltca was converted to soluble sodium
silicate.

Table 6-1. Calcination/Dissolution of Various SodiumHydroxide, Aluminum
Hydroxide, Silica, and Ferric Oxide Mixtures.

-- L _ _ , .............

Mole ratio Fraction dissolved Insoluble sollcl
......... phases formed

Expt. Na/A1/St/Fe Na A1 St Fe (PDF"number)
............ Gibbstte(7:324 _

1A 12/4/0/0 1.0 0.9 .... Bayertte (15-136)
ZA 12/0/4/0 1.0 -- 0.7 -- Opal (38-448)
3A 12/0/0/4 0.8 :- -- 0.0003 UnknownX
4A 12/2/2/0 0.9 0:15 0.17 -- Zeoltte A (38-323)

mill iiii

5A , 12/2/0/2 0.9 i.0 -- 0.0006 UnknownX
6A 12101212.... 0.8 -- 0.7 o.03 ......UnknownX
7A 12121111 0.g O17 0:12 0.004 ....Zeolite A (38-323)

.....8A 12/1/2/1 0.9 .... 0.22 0.21 0.01 Ze0lite A (38-323)
i , ,i i ill

UnknownX
9A 12111112 0.8 0.36 0.17 0.007 Zeolite A (38-323)

iii ilil

mPDF- Powderdiffractionfile.

Several new insoluble phases formed. Wheneverboth aluminumhydroxide
and silica were present, a sodiumaluminostlicate (zeolite A) formed.
Wheneverferric oxide was present, an unidentified crystalline phase (called
unknownX in Table 6-1) formed. Basedon the sodiumsolution analyses, the
unidentified crystalline phase contained sodium. The unidentified phasedid
not have the diffraction pattern of sodiumferric oxide (NaFe02).
Significantly, ferric oxide was not identified in the diffraction pattern
indicating metathests of the original ferric oxide occurred. A duplicate
experiment 3A, however, did produce sodiumferric oxide (PDFnumber30-1196)
in addition to the unidentified phasebut again, no ferric oxide.

As shownin Table 6-1, little iron wasdissolved by these C/D conditions.
However, the solutions from all experiments having ferric oxide were an
intense blue-violet color indicating hexavalent iron [Fe(VI) as the
FeO4"'ion]. According to D'Ans and L_ffler (1930), the presence of hexavalent
iron showedthat even without oxidizers in the melt, highly oxidizing
conditions (apparently from atmospheric oxygen) are still attainable in molten
sodiumhydroxide.
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6.2.2 Al(OH)s-NasPO4-Na2COstn NiOH

Calcinations for thts set of experiments were conducted at 850 "C for
10 mtnutes. The test composition matrtces are gtven tn Table 5-1. Two
sequential water dissolutions were conducted: the ftrst sufficient to produce
about 6.7_ NaOHand the second sufficient to produce a net (combined)
concentration of 4.4_ NaOH.

• After the second water contact, experiments 4B, 5B, 6B, and 8B sttll had
soltd restdue present. The residue from experiment 4B was Identified as

• NasPO4.12HzO(sodtum phosphate dodecahydrate), experiment 5B had NazCOs
(PDF number 37-451), and experiment 6E had a high temperature form oFNasPO4
(PDF number 31-1323). The restdue from experiment 88 was Na2C_ and NasP]Olo
(PDF numbers 19-1130 and 11-652, respectively). A]l these restdues are
readtly soluble wtth additional water digestion. The ltmtted solubilities of
sodtum carbonate and sodium phosphate tn the presence of sodium hydroxide
(caused by the commonton effect of sodtum as discussed tn the introductory
secttons of thts report) are not altered by ca]ctnatton.

The expertmenta] resu]ts showthat water-insoluble phases do not form in
the calcination of sodtum hydroxide, carbonate, phosphate, and a]umlnum
hydroxide mixtures. These four componentscomprtse about 95 mole% of the
ca]ctned Hanford Stte waste inventory. The resu]ts also demonstrated that
water-tnso]uble a]uminum hydroxide cou]d be dtsso]ved by sodium hydroxide
fuston followed by water dissolution In the presence of trtsodium phosphate
and carbonate. In contrast to the 750 °C experiment (test IA), no AI(OH)s
tnso]ub]e residue rematned tn test 1B (conducted at 850 °C). Glbbslte,
_r-Al(OH)s, (which ts present tn genuine Hanford Stte waste) was the a]umtnum
hydroxide phase used tn these exper|ments.

A]umtnumphosphate has been postu]ated as a phase forming from
calcination of waste materials containing alumtnum and phosphate. Alumtnum
phosphate, high-melting, and sparingly soluble tn water ts, however, soluble
in acid or alkali. Though alumtnum phosphate may have formed during
calcination In the present experiments, total dissolution of the calctne
nevertheless occurred, probably because of aluminum ion hydrolysis by the
excess sodium hydroxide.

Aluminum phosphate would, however, be expected to be insoluble if the
calcine were pH neutral. Calcination/dissolution processing of certain
Hanford Stte waste types could potentially produce such calcines. For
example, Bismuth Phosphate Process wastes, which are closer to pH neutrality
and contain significant aluminum and phosphate concentrations, may present
thts problem tf the waste contained insufficient hydroxide-forming nttrate and
nttrite. Similarly, aluminum phosphate might a]so be obtained t6 waste were
first water washed before calcination because washing would remove not only

. hydroxide, but also soluble nitrate and nltrtte salts necessary to produce the
sodtum hydroxide flux during calcination.
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6.2.3 AI(OH)s-StOz-N%PO+-CI(OH)2 in NaOH

Duplicate experiments were run using equtmlar amounts of aluminum
hydroxide, stltca, trtsodtum phosphate, and calctum hydrox!de (O.0625mole
fr|ct|on each) tn sodtum hydroxide. The mtxtures were preheated tn an oven
overnight at 120 °C to remove hydrate water from the trtsodtum phosphate and
calcium hydroxide. Fustons were conducted at 850 °C for 20 mtnutes. The
calctned products were contacted wtth water and the water-Insoluble restdues
washed, dr|ed, and wetghed before XRD analysts.

XRD analyses showed that a hydroxyapattte [C%(PO,)_OH, POFnumber 34-
10] and a sodaltte mineral (a sodium alumtnostltcate, PDF number 31-1272)
for_d. The results tndtcate that calctum reacts preferentially wtth
phosphate (over posstble reactton wtth stllca and alumlnate) to make an
Insoluble restdue phase (hydroxyapattte) that w111 report to the HLWfractton
and thus increase the final vitrified HLWvolume. Hydrothermal experiments of
Barter and Marshall (1965) confirm the stability of hydroxyapattte tn
reactions of the system NaOH-Ca(OH)z-N%PO4-AI(OH)3-StOz.

6.2.4 AI(OH)s-NazCO3-N%PO+-Ca(OH)2in NaOH +

Duplicate experiments were conducted using equimo]ar quant|ttes of
alumtnum hydroxide, sod|um carbonate, trtsodtum phosphate, and calcium
hydroxide (0.0625 moles fraction each) and 0.75 mole fractton sodtum
hydroxide. The mtxtures were drted overnight tn a 120 °C oven; fustons at
850 °C for 20 mtnutes followed. The calctned materials were partially
dissolved tn water and the restdual water-Insoluble materials washed and drted
for XRDanalyses.

The XRD analyses Identified only calcium phosphate carbonate hydroxide
[Ca+o(PO+)3(COs)_(OH)2, PDF number 19-272, a carbonate-substituted apattte
structure] tn t_e Insoluble restdue. Though carbonate appears tn the residue,
phosphate ts sttll precipitated by calctum in this salt. The
calcium:phosphate mle ratto, however, doubles from 1.67 to 3.33 tn forming
the carbonate-apatite instead of the hydroxyapattte formed tn the absence of
carbonate. Thts means that carbonate partially displaces phosphate from the
Insoluble restdue phase.

By precipitating with calctum and forming the carbonate-apattte,
carbonate decreases the quanttty of calctum available to precipitate
phosphate. Results from these experiments, therefore, suggest that carbonate
may be an effective reagent to help "wtn" calctum away from phosphate. The
carbonate may serve to solubiltze phosphate In the presence of alkaline earth
elements (e.g., calcium, magnesium, strontium) and thus deltver phosphate to
the water-soluble LLWfraction.

6.2.5 AI(OH)3 tn NaOH-NaNO5

A sertes of stx experiments were conducted to determine the behavtor of
nttrate tn calcination with aluminum hydroxide and sodtum hydroxide. For all
experiments, 50 mole% aluminum hydroxide was present. Over the six
experiments, the remaining 50 mole% ranged from pure sodtum hydroxide to pure
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sodium nitrate. Overnight drying of the experimental mixtures was perfomed
at 120 "C to drive off water. The mixtures were then calcined at 850 °C for
20 minutes and dissolved to yield 1_ total sodium solutions. The solutions
were analyzed for sodium, aluminum, nitrate, nitrite, and hydroxide
concentrations.

Experimental results summarized in Figure 6-2 show the fraction of
• sodium remaining after C/D processing, the fraction of aluminum dissolved, the

fraction of nitrate remaining, and the fraction of initial nitrate converted
to nitrite as functions of initial sodium nitrate to sodium hydroxide

• (NaNO_/NaOH)ratio. The amountof sodium remaining is about 0.88 and Is
relatively constant with varying NaN_:NaOH ratio. The sodium loss was likely
because of volatilization of sodium hydroxide (boiling point 1390 °C).

Figure 6-2. Calcination of Mixtures of Sodium Nitrate,
Sodium Hydroxide, and Aluminum Hydroxide.
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The aluminum reporting to the solutton phase ts also independent of the
NaNO3:NaOHratio. The tnvartant amount of aluminum dissolved by C/D

. processing irrespective of NaNO_/NaOHratio demonstrates that sodium nitrate
effectively behaved like sodium hydroxide in dissolving aluminum hydroxide (to
make sodium alumtnate). The fraction of alumtnum dissolved was about 0.27 of

. the initial aluminum introduced as aluminum hydroxide.

The fractionof the original sodium nitrateremaining,following
calcination,decreasedwith increasingsodium nitratefraction in the initial
mixture. This may have happenedbecausealuminumhydroxidereactedmore
rapidlywith sodium nitrate than it did with sodium hydroxide.
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As will be shown in kinetics tests with Hanford Site waste stmulants,
sodium nitrite ts an intermediate tn the thermal decomposition of sodium
nitrate to form sodium hydroxide. The amount of sodium nitrite found in the
calcine ranged from about 0.05 to 0.2 of the tntttal sodium nttrate molar
uanttty. No particular trend in sodium nitrite fraction could be discerned
tom the data.

6.3 CALCINATIONKINETICS TESTS

Conversion of organic carbon to inorganic carbon and conversion of
nitrate and nitrite to hydroxide are essential aspects of the C/D process.
The kinetics of these decomposition reactions determine the ttme required for
the waste melt to be held at the calcination temperature. Calcination
kinetics tests were conducted by heating Hanford Site waste stmulants at
850 "C for time periods varying from 0 (i.e., simple water dissolution) to
42 minutes. Two waste stmulants were used tn the kinetics tests: the
simulated 101-SY waste and the composite Hanford Stte waste simulant. To
minimize the thermal inertia caused by the water contained in the simulant
waste, overnight preheating and drying at about 120 "C was conducted for each
experiment.

Calcination accomplishes several chemical transformations. Calcination

can destroy or_antc species and convert the organic carbon to inorganic carbon
(carbonate; CO_'). Calcination can also convert nitrate and nitrite salts to
the corresponding hydroxide salts. Finally, calcination can oxidize and
metathestze inorganic species, thus affecting water solubilities.
Observations of these chemical transformations were made to understand the
kinetics of the C/D process. Oata of the calcination kinetic tests are
summarized in Appendix D.

6.3.1 Calcination Kinetics of the 101-SY Stmulant

The C/D processing of simulated 101-SY waste was studied as a function
of calcination time (0 to 30 minutes) at 850 "C. Dissolutions were conducted
to produce final solutions about 3 to 6_ tn sodium ion concentration.

Figure 6-3 illustrates the raptd destruction of TOC and subsequent
quantitative conversion to total inorganic carbon (TIC) observed in these
tests. In one to three minutes' calcination time, TOCdestruction was
essentially complete.

The behaviors of nitrate (N_'), n_t_ite (NOa"), and hydroxide (OH')
during calcinationare shown in Figure--..-_ rapid initialdecrease in
hydroxideconcentrationwas found becauseof the absorptl_n,by the alkaline
melt, of COa evolved from oxidationof the TOC to form CO/':

COz + 2 OH"_ CO]z" + HzO.

Nitrate concentration decreased with ttme to about 95%destruction at
20 minutes' calcination; continued heating resulted in little further
conversion of nitrate. Nitrite concentration appeared to increase slightly
before decreasing below detection level after about 20 minutes at 850 °C.
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Figure 6-3. TOCConversion to TIC by Calcination of
Simulated ]O]-SY Waste.
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The behaviorsof aluminum,chromium,and iron in the C/D of simulated
]O]-SY are presentedin Figure 6-5. The rapid initialconsumptionof
hydroxideby carbon dioxide absorptionwas reflectedin the decreased
solubilityof aluminum,accordingto the followingequilibrium:

AI(OH)4"-AI(OH)3 (s) + OH'.

Subsequently,after 5 to 10 minutes when nitrate and nitrite decomposition
produced more hydroxide,the aluminumredissolved.

Chromium,initiallypresentas the slightly-solublechromium (Ill)2
hydroxide [Or(OH)3], was entirely convertedto the solublechromate (CrO4 -)
after a one minute calcination:

4 Cr(OH)_+ 8 OH" + 3 02 _ 4 Cr042"+ 10 H20.

. Iron solubilityalso increasedwith calcinationtime, but no visual evidence
was found for oxidativedissolutionto give the intenselyblue-coloredferrate
ion (Fe042").

tl

6.3.2 Calcination Kinetics of the Hanford Site
Waste Composite Stmulant

The Hanford Site waste compositesimulantwas prepared using acetate

(CH_C02")as the surrogateorganicspecies. Calcinationtimes ranged from

6-9
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Figure 6-4. Behavior of Nitrate, Nitrite, and Hydroxide
in C/D of Simulated ]O]-SY Waste.
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0 to 42 minutes. The aqueous dissolution step resulted in solutions of about
4 to 6_ sodium concentration.

As was the case for C/D of the ]O]-SY simulant, rapid quantitative
conversion of TOC to TIC was observed in the C/D of the Hanford Site waste
composite simulant (Figure 6-6). Organic oxidation was essentially complete
after about 3 minutes' calcination.

The kinetic behaviors of nitrate, nitrite, and hydroxide during C/D
observed in simulated 101-SY waste were repeated in the Hartford Site waste
composite simulant. The initial increase in nitrite concentration caused by
nitrate decomposition is more evident in the case of the Hanfomd Site waste
composite formulation:

2 NO3" _ 2 NOz" + 0z.

The thermal decomposition of nitrate to form nitrite has been observed in
experimentswith nitratemelts (Kerridge1972). As was the case for the
]O]-SY simulant,nitritedecompositionwas about 99.9% complete after about
20 minutes. Similarly,nitratedecompositionreachedabout 95% at 20 minutes'
calcination,but did not exceed about 98% after 30 to 40 minutes' heating.

Hydroxideconcentrationdecreasedduring the initial 5 to 7 minutes of
calcinationprobably becauseof neutralizationof evolvedcarbon dioxide to
form carbonate. Hydroxideconcentrationthen increasedabove the feed
concentrationas nitrate and nitritedecompositioncontinued. The behaviors
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Figure 6-5. Behaviors of Aluminum(A1), Chromium(Cr), and Iron (Fe)
in the C/D of Simulated 101-SYWaste.
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of nitrate,nitriteand hydroxideduringcalcinationgivenin Figure6-7
indicatelittlewas gainedby calcinationin excessof about20 minutes.

The solubilitybehaviorsof elementsin the HanfordSitewastecomposite
simulantas a functionof calcinationtime,arepresentedin Figures6-8,6-g,
and 6-10. The solubilitybehaviorsof aluminum,chromium,and iron
(Figure6-8)may be comparedto thoseobservedforthe IOI-SYwastesimulant.
Chromiumwas convertedto solublechromateafterone minute'scalcination.In
contrast,aluminum,presentinitiallyas the aluminateion in the waste
simulant,was not affectedin solubilityby calcination.Thoughiron
solubilitydid not exceeda few percentof itstotalconcentration,the
intenseblue solutioncolorationbecauseof formationof Fe(VI)was noted.

The behaviorsof siliconand leadare similar: both increasein
solubilitywith calcinationtimeand are completelysolubleby about

. IO minutes'calcination.Bismuthis like ironand onlyreachesa few percent
dissolution.

The behaviorsof the elementsmanganese,zirconium,phosphorus,sulfur,
potassium,and strontiumareexaminedin Figure6-9. Sulfurand potassium
were completelysoluble,whilezirconiumsolubilitywas onlya few percent.
Strontiumandmanganesehad solubilitiesof lessthanI%.
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Figure 6-6. Conversion of TOCto TIC in the C/D of Hanford Site
Waste Composite Simulant.
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Phosphorus solubility varied erratically from about 20 to 100% as
calcination time varied. The erratic behavior of phosphorus (shown by
separate ion chromatographic analyses to be present in solution as phosphate)
may have been related to the limited solubility of (Na3P04) in solutions
containing significant sodium concentrations.

The solubilities of calcium, fluorine, and chlorine are presented in
Figure 6-10. Chlorine (present as chloride) was completely soluble at all
calcination times. Fluorine (present as fluoride) was 50 to 80% dissolved.
The solubility behavior of phosphate and fluoride were similar and may be
related to the formation of a sodium fluoride/phosphate mixed salt as
discussed in Section 6.4.2.5. Calcium behaved like its chemical analog
strontium and was soluble to less than 1%.

The chemical behaviors of the various elements and species are
summarized in Table 6-2 for 20-minute calcination time. These observations,
where appropriate,are common to both the simulatedI01-SYwaste and the +
Hanford Site waste compositesimulant. Judging by analysesof the dissolved
calcine,most reactionswere at or near completionafter 20 minutes'
calcination. Therefore,20 minuteswas selectedas the calcinationtime to be
used in subsequentC/D tests with genuinewaste materials.
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Figure 6-7. Behaviors of Nitrate, Nitrite, and Hydroxide During C/D
of Hanford Site Waste Composite Simulant.
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Table 6-2. Calcination/Dissolution Behavior of Chemical Components
in Hanford Site Waste Composite Simulant.

II Component I I. Amountdestroyed
TOC 95%

N% ......................
, , , NOi_" 99.9%

Component Amount di ssol ved
i llil i iiii iii i u ii

Al, Cl, Cr, K, Na, Pb, S, Si -100%

F, P ............. 10 to 100% .........

Bi, Fe, Zr ] to 10%
j i i . i .ll , .. i . i ,|l , ,i

Ca, Mn, Sr Less than I%
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Figure 6-8. Behaviors of Aluminum (A1), Iron (Fe), Chromium (Cr),
Bismuth (Bi), Lead (Pb), and Stlicon (Si) During C/D of Hanford

Site Waste Composite Simulant.
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6.4 CALCINATION/DISSOLUTIONOF GENUINEHANFORDSITE WASTES

The C/D of genuine Hanford Site waste and blends of Hanford Site wastes
were conducted and the chemical and radionuclide distributions compared with
the distributions found for simple water dissolution. Materials from three
Hanford Site waste tanks were investigated: IO]-SY, ]07-BX, and 104-S. Waste
blends were prepared using 107-BX/IO1-SY and 104-S/101-SY materials.

These material combinations were selected for blending because the
107-BX and 104-S materials are relatively poor in sodium salts (hydroxide,
nitrate, and nitrite) required to make fluxing agent (sodium hydroxide) for
the calcination reactions (see Table 5-2 for waste compositions). The 101-SY,
relatively rich in sodium hydroxide, nitrate, and nitrite was blended with the
107-BX and 304-S waste to provide additional fluxing sodium hydroxide.

Three sets of tests were performed corresponding to the three waste
types. The test matrix is presentedin Table 6-3. The test matrix shows the
types of experimentsperformed: simplewater dissolutionof waste, C/D of the
waste, and C/D of the waste/1OI-SYblend. The behaviorsof the three waste
types in simple water dissolutionand C/D are described in the following
sections. Data of the C/D tests conductedwith genuine waste are given in
Appendix E.
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Figure 6-9. Behaviors of Hanganese (Hn), Zirconium (Zr), Phosphorus (P),
Sulfur (S), Potassium (K), and Strontium (St) Durtng C/D of Hanford

Stte Waste Composite Simulant.
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Table 6-3. Experiments Performed Using Genuine Hanford Site Haste.

Number of experiments ..........
Naste ..........

Simpie water C/D of waste C/D of waste blendmaterial
dissolution (wt. waste/wt. 101-SY)

]O]-SY ] ...... 2 -- .......
i i i ii i ,i i

1
107-BX 1 2 (4.12 g/2.93 g)

i ii i i iml i, ,,, llJ n ,J i

2
104-S 1 2 (3.1] 9/3.71 g)

(5.36 g/6.91 g)
._ ....
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Figure 6-10. Behaviors of Calcium (Ca), Fluorine (F), and Chlorine (Cl)
During C/D of Hanford Site Waste Composite Stmulant.
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6.4.1 Behavtor of Genuine 101-SY Waste

The behavior of genuine 101-SY waste to C/D processing was monitored by
the changes in concentrations of chemical components destroyed (nitrate,
nitrite, TOC), formed (TIC), or formed and consumed(hydroxide) as compared to
the simple water dissolution. These chemical transformations had been shown
to occur in the kinetics tests performed using simulated waste. The weight
percents of insoluble residue remaining after simple water dissolution and C/D
processing were also compared. In the sameway, the distributions of elements
and radionuclides to residue and solution in simple water dissolution and C/D
were determined.

6.4.1.1 Carbon. The transformation of TOC to TIC by C/D processing of
genuine I01-SY waste is shown in Figure 6-11. The material balance of total
carbon shows TOCreported entirely to the melt as carbonate and was not lost
to offgases in the calcination step.

6.4.1.2 Nttrtte, Nitrate, and Hydroxide. The concentrations of nitrite,
nitrate, and hydroxide in the water dissolutionand C/D of genuine I01-SY
waste are compared in Figure 6-12. The concentrationsexpressedare with
respect to the initialweight of the I01-SYwaste used. Decompositionsof
nitrite and nitratewere only 40 to 50% during C/D, however,suggesting
calcinationtime or temperaturewere insufficient.
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Figure 6-11. TOCConversion to TIC by Calcination of Genuine IO]-SY Waste.
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In these first C/D tests conducted with genuine waste, radiological
protection measures led to the furnace door being open for longer times with a
significant drop (to about 750 "C) in the furnace temperature. Changes in
technique in later tests overcame this difficulty, allowed more rapid
introduction of the waste to the furnace, and resulted in more thorough
calcination.

6.4.1.3 Metals The disposition of the metals (including phosphorus and
sulfur) to the solution and insoluble residue phases in the simple water
dissolution and C/D of genuine 101-SY waste are presented in Figure 6-13. The
data in Figure 6-13 are given with respect to the initial weight of the
101-SY waste.

Comparing of the water dissolution and C/D plots in Figure 6-13
identifies the effects calcination had on changing the solubilities of certain
elements. The greatest effect is manifestfor chromium. Simple water
dissolutionsucceededin dissolvingabout 5% of the chromium;after C/D, more

. than 99.9% of the chromiumdissolved. Uraniumdistributionto the solution

phase increasedfrom 0.2% to about g0% by calcination. Slight improvementin
sodium,aluminum,silicon,phosphorus,and sulfur solubilitiesalso occurred
becauseof calcination.

Iron solubilitydid not change. However, some iron dissolutionwas
observed by a blue-greensupernatantsolutioncolor immediatelyupon
dissolutionof the calcine. After about 12 hours the supernatantsolution
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Figure 6-1;!. Behavior of Nitrite, Nitrate, and Hydroxide in the ¢/D

of GenuineI01-SY Waste.
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color had becomeyellow and a fine layer of orange-colored precipitate had
fonn_ed. Theseobservations give evidence for the production of the deep blue
Fe04""from oxidationof ironin the wastematerial.With time,the ferrate
chemicallyreducedto formsparinglysolubleand orange-coloredferric
hydroxide[Fe(OH)3]precipitate.

Strontiumsolubilitydecreasedfrom30 to 10% and calciumsolubility
decreasedfromabout60 to 20% by the calcinationstep. The decreasein
strontiumand calciumsolubilityis probablybecauseof lossof the organic
complexingagents.

)3_4sI,4 Radlonuclides.Thedistributionsof the radionuclides9°St,"Tc,"UZNp,_9'Z4°Pu,andZ41Amto the solutionand insolubleresiduephases
are presentedin Figure6-14. Data in Figure6-14 are givenin activities
(/_Cior nCi)withrespectto the initialweightsof the IOI-SYwaste
"lessthan"(<) symbolsappearingabovecertainof the bar valuesfor ul_heNp
and _9'Z4°Pushowthe concentrations were below the analytical threshold at
that indicated level. For this reason, conclusions regarding the behaviors of
neptunium and plutonium cannot be made.

Data in Figure 6-14 showsomeenhancementof _Tc solubility (from about
60 to >99%)occurred becauseof calcination. Cesium-137solubility (90 to
gg%)was improved slightly by calcination. The decrease in _Sr solubility
(30 to 10%after calcination) was identical to the chemical strontium
solubility behavior noted in the previous section. Americium-241 solubility
decreased from about go%to about 3%by calcination. The decreases in
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Ftgure 6-13. Distribution of Hera1 Elements, Phosphorus, and Sulfur to
the Restdue and Solutton Phases for Water Dissolution and C/D

Processing of Genutne 101-SY Waste.
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solubility behavtor noted in the previous section. Americium-241 solubility
decreased from about 90% to about 3% by calcination. The decreases in
strontium and americium solubility were probably because of the loss of
solubilizing organic complexing agents via calcination.
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Phases by Water Dissolution and C/D Processing of

Genuine IO]-SY Waste.
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6.4.1.5 Restdue Quantities and Compositions. The amount of residue (in wt%
with respect to initial weight of waste) remaining after water dissolution and
C/D ot' genuine 101-SY waste were 6 and 0.02%, respectively.
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The quantities, compositions, and solid phases of the Insoluble restdues
remaining after water dissolution andC/D processing of genuine IOI-SY are
presented tn Table 6-4.

Table 6-4. Compositionsof Restduesfrom Treatment of Genuine 101-SYWaste.
...... i ...................... ill iN i i ii i i i minim I I I ......

Concentration,(wtl()..............._
Component ..........................

" Waterdissolution C/D
I ii lllrl iiiiiii ii _ ii i ii 111111i ii i i10,ii

A1 3.9 5
i ii iiiiii i .iiii i iiii iii ii ii ii i. i iii ii iii iiii iiii --

e

Ca 0.087 14
iiii ii i _ i i iii i i i i i i i iii i ml i i i i i iiii ii1.1111i irxzl

Cr 6.2 0.2
u nnnnn n n i NnL nnlnn f nnnnn i nun nnnln nlllnnnnnlI n .... nlllnl i III n n innmnl , i

Fe 0.46 24
_ illl m, , II ii if llll I I, i i ii I ii, i ]H i i r

Ha 24 4
ii • L I IIIIII I II In iii iii n I r I inn l,nllll nl nl ii i i.

P 0.26 4
i i llnll i iii ii iiiiillllU ii ii i i,.,,ii,i m l _ II m IIII I III I III I I

S 0.12 0.06
• izl i,i llll i i ,i z i i i ,i i i i , i ii i i

St 0.25 5
n ml __, ,m i i i i iiii iii LI llllnl II II iiii

U 0.42 0.8
i, m i im ill I i i i

- Ra.dtonucltde ....... Concentration (/JCi/g) i

_Sr 290 90000
ii ii1| i i i i i ii i iiiiii i ii i iii i i llll iii

_Tc 0.49 0.1
,, i i i i , i ii i

lST'Cs 310 3500
i i __ im i i ,i i II i i i i i ii

_?Np <0.03 0.02 .......
azg,2_pu O.00020 <12

ii,,111 ill i i i iN iiii ii illl ipro i ii

241Am 0.0018 360
i i i iii nil iii i iiiim

Sol ld )hases
i,iii i iiii i ini nil i

NazC204(20-_1149)
sodtumoxalate,

Phase NaNOz (6-392) insufficient
(PDFnumber) sodiumnitrate, sample

NaNO:,(7-271),
sodiumnitrite

i mii im .................. m

Wt)_residue
i ii i i l Ill I Ill I I I

- 6.2 0.022

The XRDanalyses of the solid residue remaining from water dissolution
of IOI-SY waste found sodiumoxalate, nitrate and nitrite present. The
nitrate and nitrite salts indicate the dissolution of water-soluble components
was not complete. Sodiumoxalate, however, has relatively low solubility.
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The solids are also about IS times enriched tn chromium and tron compared wtth
the composition of the intact 101-SY material. Aside from the excess water-
soluble sodium salt and the undetermined amount of sodium oxalate, the
principal component of the water-dissolution residue was chromium.

Because of insufficient amountof sample, no XRDanalyses were possible
on the residue from C/O processing of I01-SY. Chemical analyses showed the
residue to be primarily tron (24 wt_) and calcium (14 wt_) Also found were
sodtum, aluminum, and stltcon In approximately a 1:1:1 mole ratio suggesting
the presence of a sodium alumtnostltcate. Ftnally, about 4 wt% phosphorus,
corresponding to 12 wt_ phosphate, was found tn the residue. The most
striking differences tn comparing the residues of the water dissolution and
C/D processing are the 300-fold residue weight reduction and the virtually
complete elimination of chromium from the residue by way of C/O treatment.

6.4.2 Behavior of bnuSne 107-BX Haste

The behavior of genuine 107-BX waste to C/D processing was compared wtth
the behavior following simple water dissolution of the 107-BX waste and the
behavior following C/D of 107-BX and 101-SY waste blends. Again, behaviors
were compared based on the changes in chemical concentrations of TOC, TIC,
nitrate, nttrtte, and hydroxide, as well as the distributions of the metals
identified through ICP analyses and the distributions of the radtonucltdes.
Finally, residue weights and X-ray identification of phases present in the
residues were compared.

6.4.2.1 Carbon. Because the 107-BX waste contains TOC and TIC near the
analytical detection limits, the redistributions of the carbon tn the water
dissolution and C/D processing experiments were difficult to discern.
However, introduction of significant TOCand TIC occurred by blending the
107-BX waste wtth 101-SY waste. The blend was subjected to C/D processing.
The C/D of the 107-BX/IO1-SY blend showedthe expected htgh conversion of TOC
to TIC. The distributions of organic and inorganic carbon tn the 107-BX
waste experiments are given tn Figure 6-15.

6.4.2.2 Nitrate, Nitrite, and Hydroxide. The concentrations of nitrite,
nitrate, and hydroxide tn the water dissolution and C/D of genuine 107-BX and
the C/D of 107-BX/IOI-SY blend are compared tn Figure 6-16. Data tn
Figure 6-16 are given tn wt% with respect to the initial weight of waste
(107-BX or 107-BX/IOI-SY blend) used. The decomposition of nitrite and
nitrate was at least 99.5_ complete tn the C/D of the 107-BX waste; for the
blend, about 90% destruction was achieved for both nitrate and nitrite.

In spite of the large quantity of nitrite and nitrate decomposed, only a
small increase in hydroxide concentration was observed. The initial hydroxide
concentration of the 107-BX waste was negligible (pH - 9.7). The hydroxide
produced by nitrate and nitrite decomposition evidently was consumedby
metathests and hydrolysis of metal ions, such as aluminum and bismuth, as
shown tn the analysis of the metals' distribution.

6.4.2.3 Metals. The disposition of the metals, including phosphorus and
sulfur, to the solution and Insoluble residue phases for the experiments with
genuine 107-BX waste, are presented in Figure 6-17. Data in Figure 6-17 are
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Ftgure 6-15. Distribution of TOCand TIC in Experiments With
107-BX Waste and 107-BX/IOI-SY Waste Blend.
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given in weight fraction with respect to the initial weight of waste (I07-BX
or 107-BX/IO1-SY blend) used.

The distributions of 12 elements are presented in Figure 6-17 (sodium,
aluminum, stltcon, 1ran, chromium, manganese, bismuth, zirconium, phosphorus,
sulfur, strontium, and uranium). Of these twelve, only two, sodium and
sulfur, were primarily in the solution phase following simple water
dissolution.

Following C/D processing of the 107-BX waste, chromium (90% dissolved!
and phosphorus (80% dissolved) joined sodium and sulfur as being primarily in
the solution phase. As shownby solution analyses, chromium again dissolved

. by oxidation to the soluble chromate ion. Phosphorus probably dissolved by
hydroxide metathesis of insoluble metal phosphates (e.g., bismuth). Stlicon
was more soluble wtth C/D processin9 (about 20_) than with stmple water

. dissolution (about 1%). Alumtnumsolubility also increased from about 0.1% to
about 20_ following C/D. However, insufficient excess hydroxide was generated
by calcination of the nitrate present tn the 107-BX waste to convert all
aluminum to aluminate Ion [AI(OH)4-].

Blendtn9 101-SY waste with 107-BX waste supplied the sodium nitrate,
nttrtte, and hydroxide whose calcination would yield the hydroxide requtred to
dissolve more aluminum. About 80% aluminum dissolution was achieved in the
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Figure 6-16. Behaviorof Nitrite,Nitrate,and Hydroxide
in the C/D of Genuine I07-BXWaste.

I_ Nitrite _ Nitrate m Hydroxide I

I07-BX/IOI-SY blend as opposed to 20% dissolution in the C/D of unblended
]07-BX.

Chromium dissolution also increased to 95% from about 90% and manganese
solubility increased to 60 from 2% because of blending. As shownby solution
analysis for hexavalent chromium, chromium increased solubility by oxidative
dissolution; it is likely that manganese solubility increased by the same
mechanism to form the manganate ion. Iron solubility was about 0.1% and was
not appreciably affected by calcination or blending. Though visual evidence
for ferrate ion was found in the blue colorationof the product solutionfrom
C/D of the blend, conversionof iron (III) hydroxideprecipitateto the
solubleferrate ion apparentlywas not extensive.

Phosphorus (presentas phosphate)solubilityapparentlydecreased
becauseof blending. As will be describedin Section6.4.2.5, phosphatewas
found in the residue as a moderatelysoluble sodiumfluorophosphatesalt that
would have been easily dissolvedwith furtherwashing.

In summary, iron, bismuth,zirconium,strontium,and uranium reported
predominantlyto the residuefor all experimentswith I07-BX waste.
Calcination,and blending (with I01-SYwaste) followedby calcination,
increasedthe solubilitiesof aluminum,silicon,chromiumand manganese.
Calcinationincreasedphosphorussolubility,apparentlyby metathesisof
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insolublephosphates,but the excess sodium suppliedby blendingwith IOI-SY
resulted in the precipitationof a moderatelysolublesalt.

6.4.2.4 Radlonuclldes. The distributionof the strontium,technetium,
cesium, neptunium,plutonium,and americiumradionuclidesto the solubleand
residue phases are presentedin Figure 6-18. Data are given in activities
with respectto the initialweightsof the I07-BXwaste or I07-BX/]OI-SYwaste

. blend used in the experiments. The "less than" (<) symbolabove most of the
neptuniumbar values show that analyticallimits were reached for these
analysesand indicateconclusionscannot be made for the distributionof

. neptunium.

Consistentwith the behaviorobserved for chemical strontium,9°Sr
favoredthe residue phase (90 to 99.9%) in all experiments. The data for _Tc
show the expecteddistributionof technetiumto the solutionphase for the
water dissolutionand C/D blend experime_tso However,--Tcunexpectedlyis
found primarily(80%) in the residuefor the C/D of the unblendedI07-BX
waste. This result is suspect,however,becauseresidueamount is two to
three times higher than the amountof technetiumthoughtto be present in the
original I07-BXwaste.

About 85% of 137Csreportedto the residuephase in the water
dissolutionexperiment. This result suggeststhe possiblepresence of a
cesium precipitatingagent (e.g.,a ferrocyanide)in the I07c_BXwaste.
FollowingC/D processingof the I07-BXwaste, about 90% of '_'Cswas found in
the solution. For the experimentwith the blendedwaste, cesium distribution
was about 70% to the solutionphase. The cesium may have been partially
carried to the residueby the phosphatesalt.

The distributionbehaviorof Z41Amwas primarilyto the residue phases
in all experiments. The americiumbehavior is analogouswith that of bismuth,
another trivalentmetal, and could model the behaviorof the lanthanides. No
evidence of enhanced solubilityof americium,as would be caused by formation
of oxidizedamericium (V) or (VI) species,was found.

However,some increasein _9'24°Pusolubilitywas found by C/D of the
I07-BX/IOI-SYblend. Plutoniumsolubilityincreasedfrom about I% for the
water wash and C/D experimeatswith I07-BXwaste to about 15% for the C/D of
the waste blend. The enhancedsolubilityof plutoniummay be explainedby the
oxidativedissolutionof the insolubleplutoniumspecies (e.g., PuOz.xHzO)to
form an anionic Pu(V) or Pu(VI) species. The behaviorof plutoniummay be
comparedwith the behaviorof manganese in the same experiments.

. 6.4.2.5 Residue Quantitiesand Compositions. The amountof residueremaining
after water dissolutionof I07-BXwaste was 28 wt% (comparedto the original
waste weight). The amount remainingafter C/D processingof the I07-BXwaste

- was about 18 wt% while the amountof residuefrom C/D processingof the
]07-BX/IOI-SYblend was about 12 wt%. The quantities,compositions,and solid
phases (identifiedby XRD) in the insolubleresidues are presentedin
Table 6-5.
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Figure 6-17. Distribution of Metal Elements, Phosphorus, and Sulfur, to
the Residue and Solution Phases in Experiments With Genuine

I07-BX Waste and I07-BX/IOI-SY Waste Blend.
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Figure 6-18. Distribution of the Radionuclides to the Residue and

Solutton Phases by Water Dissolution and C/D of Genuine 107-BX
Waste and by C/D of a 107-BX/IOI-SY Waste Blend.
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Table 6-5. Com)ositionsof Residues From Treatmentof Genuine I07-BXWaste.

......... concentration(wt%)
Component . .

Water dissolution C/D C/D blend

AI 7.4 8.6 .... 4.2
.... Bill ' 2:lib '9.5 17

i

ca o.i6 o.3z 0.22 .
Cr ' 0.15 0.057 0.068 ......

.... Fe 2.7 6.5 ' 7.8 -
i i ., i ii i i i i |l

Mn O.029 O.092 O.014

Na , 15 15 ....... i9e 8.1....... 2.2 5'.o
i i i i ll| i i i ii i i

Pb 0.()11 0.035 0.076
i illl i " "'

S 0.22 0.070 0.078

si 1:4' z.e _.z
i i iii i

Sr O.038 O.070 O.098

u o:e] 1.] 1.2
Zr 0.024 ' 0.066 .... 0.096

ii ii i II

Radionucl ide Concentration (#Ci/g)
i I II

9°Sr 25 42 150

_Tc 0.018 ..... 0.64 0.057

..... lZTCs 82 .... 9.2 38

_7Np <0.'017 <0.042 <0.0]0
Zz9;Z4°Pu 0.24 .... 0.59 .... 0.46 ......

Z41Am 0.032 0.080 0 57 ....

Sol id phases ......
i ii i

FezO3 (33-664) FezO3 (33-664) 2(Na3PO_).NaF 19HzO
Phase hematite hematite (25-1311i

(PDF number) UO2 UO2 sodium fluoro-
uraninite uraninite phosphate

...... Wt% 'residue ....

......... 28.I " 17.8.... 12.3 ..... .
i i , i

i

The XRD analysesof the solid residueremainingfrom both from water
dissolutionand C/D processingof the I07-BXwaste found hematite (FezO_ and
uraninite (UOz). Though the residues from the C/D of the blended I07-BX/
I01-SY waste also containedsignificantiron concentrations,hematitewas not
found in the XRD. The absenceof hematiteor other crystallineiron phase in
the blend residue resultedfrom convertinghematiteto an amorphoushydroxide
followingthe C/D processingand resultingmetathesis.
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The presence of hematitein the I07-BXwater dissolutionand C/D residue
probablyoccurred by hydrothermalrecrystallization,in the 40 years since the
waste has been in the tank, of initiallyamorphousferric hydroxide. The
uraninitecould be a residuefrom incompletedissolutionof the uraniummetal
fuel and subsequentoxidationto uraninitein the waste. Alternatively,the
uraninitecould have originatedfrom in-tankchemicalreductionof a
hexavalenturanium phase (e.g.,uraniumtrioxide,UOs). Both explanationsfor

• the presenceof uraniniteare speculative. The presenceof a reduced uranium
[i.e.,U(IV)] phase in the nitrate-ladenI07-BXwaste is not expected and
indicateschemicallyreducing,or at least nonoxidizing,conditionsexist in

. Tank ]07-BX. The diffractionpatternalsomay be assignedto the isomorphous
thoriumoxide (Th02).

The only phase identifiedin the residuefrom C/D of the I07-BX/IOI-SY
blend was the sodium fluoride/sodiumphosphatedouble salt, sodium
fluorophosphate[2(Na3PO_).NaF.I9H20].This is a moderately solublesalt that
should dissolvewith additionalwater. The water solubility,at 25 °C, of the
double salt is reportedto be about 4.9 g per 100 g of water (Masonand
Ashcraft 1939).

As shown in Table 6-5, sodium was the primary component of all residues.
Because most sodium salts are water soluble, this result suggests that
continued washing would further reduce the bulk of the residue, particularly
the sodium fluorophosphate salt found in the C/D blend residue. The partition
of the elements bismuth, iron, strontium, uranium, and zirconium to the
residue phase was not affected by C/D processing. Aluminum, chromium,
manganese, and sulfur, in contrast, were successfully leached from the waste
by both unblended and blended (with 101-SY waste) C/D processing as compared
with simplewater dissolution.

The residueremainingafter C/D processingof the unblendedand blended
waste containedprimarilysodium,bismuth,aluminum,iron, and phosphorus.
The presenceof significantaluminumin the residueand the relativelylow
fractionof free hydroxide in the C/D blend (about0.2 wt%; see Figure 6-16)
suggestscalcinationof the I07-BXwaste with higher proportionsof "fluxing
agent" (i.e.,material furnishingmore sodium hydroxideduring calcination
such as I01-SY waste) might have succeededin dissolvingmore aluminum.

6.4.3 Behavior of 6enuine 104-S Waste

The response of genuine 104-$ waste to C/D processing was compared with
the behavior following simple water dissolution of the 104-S waste and the

. behaviorof I04-S/IOI-SYblends to C/D processing. The variousprocessing
procedureswere comparedbased on the changes in chemical concentrationsof
TOC, TIC, nitrate, nitrite,and hydroxide,as well as the distributionsof

, metals and radionuclides. The residueweights and the crystallinephases
found by XRD were also compared.

6.4.3.1 Carbon. Like the case for the I07-BXwaste, the I04-S waste
containedlittle TOC and TIC. Becauseof the low concentrationsof carbon,
redistributionof the TOC to the TIC fractionby C/D of the I04-S waste was
not evident. However,C/D processingof the I04-S/]O]-SYwaste blend showed
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the expected conversion of TOC to TIC. The distributions of TOC and TIC in
the experiments with 104-S waste are shown in Figure 6-19.

Ftgure 6-19. Distribution of TOCand TIC in Experiments With
Genuine ]04-S Waste and 104-S/101-SY Waste Blend.
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6.4.3.2 Nitrate, Nitrite,and Hydroxide. The concentrationsof nitrate,
nitrite, and hydroxidein the water dissolutionand C/D processingof 104-S
waste and the C/D of the I04-S/I01-SYblend are compared in Figure 6-20. The
data in Figure6-20 are given in wt% with respectto the initialweight of the
waste. The decompositionof nitrateand nitritecombined was >99% in the C/D
of the I04-S waste. The nitrite decompositionin the C/D of the blend was
>99%; nitratedecompositionwas about 80%.

6.4.3.3 Hera1s

The distributionof metals, phosphorus,and sulfur to the solution and
solid phases for the experimentswith genuine I04-S waste are presented in
Figure 6-21. The data again are given with respectto the initialweights of
waste used.
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Ftgure 6-20. Behavior of Nttrtte, Nitrate, and Hydroxide tn the
C/D of Genutne 104-S Waste.
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The distributions of 11 elements (Na, A1, S1, Fe, Cr, Mn, Zr, P, S, Ca,
and U) are given in Figure 6-21. In the simple water dissolution, about half
of the sodium, chromium, and sulfur were found in the solution phase. The
other elements were predominantly in the residue. With C/D processing, the
distribution of sodium, chromium, and sulfur to the solution phase increased
to about 95% each. The aluminum and silicon solubilities also increased with
about half reporting to the solution phase. In fact, the solubilities of all
11 elements increased by C/D processing.

Blending the lon-s waste with about equal weight quantities of 101-SY
waste was performed for t,o experiments (Table 6-3). Performing C/D
processing on the blends resulted in markedly increased dissolutions of
aluminum (to 99%) and chromium (to >99%). Increases in solubility for silicon

" (to about 80%) and manganese (to about 50%) were also noted. The solubilities
of the other elements were not affected by the blending step. As was the case

, for C/D of the 101-SY and the 107-BX/IO1-SY blend, the supernatant solutions
from C/D of the 104-S/101-SY blends were blue, indicating the presence of
fecrate ion (hexavalent iron). The increased solubility of manganese
[presumably by oxidation of manganese (IV) hydrated oxide to produce soluble
manganate or permanganate ions] and the presence of fecrate again indicate the
highly oxidizing conditions reached with C/D, especially when employed with
blending.
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Figure 6-21. Distribution of Hetal Elements, Phosphorus,and Sulfur to
the Residue and Solution Phases in Experiments Wtth Genuine

104-S Wasteand 104-S/IO1-SY WasteBlend.
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Sodium, aluminum, silicon, chromium, phosphorus, and sulfur reported
primarily to the solution phase after blending and C/D processing. The
elements iron, zirconium, calcium, and uranium reported to the residue, while
the manganesewas about evenly distributed to the solution and residue phases.

6.4.3.4 Radionuclides. The distributions of the radionuclides of strontium,
technetium, cesium, neptunium, plutonium, and americium to the solution and

. residue phases are presentedin Figure6-22. Again, the data are given in
activitieswith respectto the initialweights of the 104-S waste or the
I04-S/IOI-SYwaste blend used in the experiments. "Less than" (<) symbols

- appear above single technetiumand neptuniumvalues showingthe analytical
limits were reachedat the indicatedlevel for the particularradionuclide.

Strontiumremainedwith the residue (98 to >99.99%) in all experiments.
Calcination(and blending)appearedto have increasedtechnetiumdissolution
with about 98% of the technetiumreportingto the solutionphase followingC/D
of the I04-S/IOI-SYblend. Cesium favoredthe solutionphase in all
experiments.

In spite of incompletedata, neptuniumsolubilityappearsto be slightly
increasedby blendingand C/D. Nevertheless,most of the neptunium (90 to
95%) reported in the residue. Similarly,from about 98 to >99.9% of the
americiumreported to the residue. Plutoniumsolubility,however, clearly
increasedwith C/D processingand blending. In the simple water wash, about
0.2% of the plutoniumdissolved. PerformingC/D processingon the I04-S waste
increasedplutonium solubilityto about 3%. With blendingand C/D processing,
plutoniumsolubilityincreasedto about 40%.

As was the case for the experimentswith I07-BXwaste, the increasein
plutoniumsolubilityvia blendingand C/D processingmight be explainedby the
oxidationof sparinglysolublePu(IV) hydratedoxide to more-solubleanionic
Pu(V) or Pu(VI) species. Neptuniumwould be expectedto show behavior similar
to plutoniumthough oxidationshould occur more readily. However, the
100-foldlower activityof neptuniumin the waste comparedwith americiumand
plutoniummay have made this expectedbehaviordifficultto detect. Americium
solubilitywas not appreciablyincreasedby blendingor C/D processing. This
finding shows that the possibleoxidationof americiumto more-solubleAm(V)
or Am(VI) was not extensive.

6.4.3.5 Residue Quantities and Compositions. The quantity of air-dried
residue remaining after water wash of the 104-S waste was 57% as compared to
the original waste weight. The residue weight following C/D of the 104-S
waste was about 13% of the original waste weight, while the residue weight

. remainingfrom C/D processingof the I04-S/101-SYblend was about 1.1%. The
quantities,compositions,and crystallinesolid phases in the insoluble
residuesare presented in Table 6-6.

J

The XRD analysesof the residuesremainingfrom water washing and C/D
processingof both the unblendedand blended104-S waste show only the
aluminumhydroxidephases gibbsite and bayerite [_-AI(OH)3 and e-AI(OH)3,
respectively]to be present. Analyses,by XRD, of separate unprocessed
samples showed b_hmite (_-AIOOH)also may be found in I04-S waste. Clearly,
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Table 6-6. Compositions of Residues from Treatment of Genuine 104-S Waste.
........... , ,, i

Concentration lll(Wt% ) ii

Component ...................................

Water dissolution C/D ....C/D blend, ,ii , im• i, I i I :iii i iii

A1 17 24 4.1
i i i iN ii • iiiim i ill ii ii i i i ii i

Ca 0.15 0.24 1.5
4 ., I I I . ,, , ,,, it , ,..

Cr 0.25 0.040 0.092
ii ,, i lll l i i ii i i i

o Fe 0.22 1.7 7.7

Hn O.16 1.2 2.6
I , i , i ,,, i,, ,,, i H , ,,mml

Ha 13 3.3 9.1
i i i,,, , ii ,, i i

P 0.007 0.016 0.35
i llm i i llmm I I IIIi II i ii

S 0.053 0.005 0.027
, , ,. , ,,,, . H ,

St 0.18 0.40 0.82
,, , , ,, , , , ,, , ,,,,,, ,,=

Sr 0.052 0.38 0.82
iiii i i i ii i im lie i iii

U 1.5 4.1 17
iii i ml i fill i i llU ,,,,,,, m imm i

Zr 0.010 0.050 0.18
.= i, i ,,, • . ., ,

Radtonucl ide Concentration (#Ci/g)

9°Sr 44 3300 10,800|, i ,, ,i

WTc O.027 <4 O.19
i i i i , .. i . ii ,m,| ,

137Cs 6.8 20 92
i ii ii ii i im i iiiii ii

_ZNp O. 014 i 0.013 i ii 0.066 i

zzg'Z4°Pu O.37 1.4 5.9

z41_ 0.17 1.2 8.0
, . ,,.. , .,. ,,,|

.............. 5ol i d phases I

?-AI(OH) 3 (29-41) ?-AI(OH) 3 (12-

Phase gibbsite a-A1 (OH)_ (15- 460)
(PDF number) a-A1 (OH)3 (15- 136) gibbsite

136) bayerite o-Al(OH_)3 (15-136)
bayerite ba_,erite

Wt% residue57.1 13.2i
the dominant insolublephases in the I04-S waste are hydroxidesand
oxyhydroxidesof aluminum. The applicationof C/D and C/D with blending
solubilizesthese aluminumphases as shown by the sharplyreduced residue
weights followingthe successivetreatments.
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Increasing concentrations of the elements calcium, iron, manganese,
phosphorus,silicon, strontium, uranium, and zirconium appear in the residues
as the processing proceeds from simple water washto C/D to blending plus C/D.
Conversely, concentrations of aluminum,chromium,sodium, and sulfur generally
decrease as processing becomesmoreextensive. The residue remaining after
blending andC/D processing is primarily iron, sodtum, and uranium. The
residue composition suggeststhat sodiumdturanate (N%UzO?)maycomprise part
of the solid phase. However, no XRDevtdence for this compoundwas found.

Carbonate leaching of the 104-S C/D residue may be successful in
solubtltztng the uranium and thus separating the uranium from the remainder of
the residue. Carbonate leaching is used to perform tn sttu and heap solution
mining of alkaline and oxidized uranium (i.e., ores containing hexavalent
uranium minerals). The resulting uranium his- and triscarbonato species
[UOz(CO3)z'"andUOz(C03)_", respectively] are dissolved leaving the remaining
ore minerals in the soltd phase (Benedict et al. 1981).

Ammoniumcarbonate [(NH4)zC03]is one such salt used for carbonate
leaching. Ammoniumcarbonate is volatile and could therefore be evaporated
from the leach liquor, recycled, and not contribute to the waste volume.
Investigation of carbonate leaching of uranium-bearing residues from C/D
processing is planned for future tests.
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7.0 SUNNARYANDCONCLUSIONS

This report reviewed the technical literature related to Hanford Site
waste composition. With the Hanford Site waste composition in mind, the
chemistry technical literature applicable to proposed C/O processing of the
waste was surveyed. Experimental investigation of the C/D process was then
conducted using simulated and genuine Hanford Site waste.

7.1 THE HANFORDSITE WASTEINVENTORY

" The published chemical inventories of the SST and DST were combtned to
arrive at a total Hanford Site waste inventory. Five process-or|gin waste
types were defined as prototypes for C/D study and their compositions
described. A composite waste, based on the total waste inventory, was also
described. Existing Hanford Site waste simulant recipes were reviewed and a
new stmulant recipe, based on the Hanford Stte waste composite formulation,
was proposed.

7.2 LITERATURESURVEYOF CALCINATION/DISSOLUTIONCHEHISTRY

The overall composition of calcined waste was projected and showed
sodium hydroxide, at 82 mole%, to be the dominant component. The hypothetical
phases of aluminum hydroxide, trisodium phosphate, and sodium carbonate
account for another 12 mole%of inventory. With the high fraction of sodtum
hydroxide in the projected calcine, the well-known chemistry of analytical
fusions was explored to predict calcination performance.

Analytical fusion literature showed molten sodium hydroxide to be a
'nhighly aggressive and oxidizing solvent. The oxidizl g properties are

enhanced by the presence of sodium nitrate and nitrite salts. The technical
literature, surveyed to Identify materials of construction to hold sodium
hydroxide melts, found no material that could resist long-term exposure at the
anticipated 850 °C calcination temperature. Flux requirements for analytical
fusions suggest that proper waste blending will be necessary to achieve
efficient waste componentdissolution in both the molten calcine and the
subsequent aqueous dissolution.

The oxidizing conditions achieved in the molten sodium hydroxide will
most likely drive many transition metals (such as iron, chromium, manganese,
and nickel), as well as bismuth and cerium, to their higher oxidation states.
The actinides of neptunium, plutonium, and americium are expected to be
oxidized to (V), or greater, oxidation states and form ternary oxides with

" sodium.

. The dissolution of the primary chemical componentsof the calcined waste
was surveyed. Examination of trisodium phosphate and sodium carbonate
solubilities in sodium hydroxide solution showedthe temperatures and solution
compositions required to minimize dissolution volumes. The dissolution of
sodium aluminate and aluminum hydroxide dissolution in sodium hydroxide was
examined in light of processing experience in the aluminum industry and the
specialcase of aqueousdilutionduring retrievaloperationsthat may result
in the precipitationof aluminumhydroxide. The formationof sodium

7-I
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aluminostlicate solids of low solubility from calcined silicon- and aluminum-
bearing waste was predicted based on aluminum industry experience.

The residue remaining following dissolution was predicted to contain
sodium alumjnosilicates, transition and lanthanide metal oxides and hydroxides
and alkaline earth sulfates, phosphates, or carbonates. Thorium is expected
to remain in the solid residue, but uranium will dissolve to someextent.

Dissolution of oxidized transition metals and bismuth from the Hanford
Site waste calcine will impose htghly oxidizing conditions in the sodium
hydroxide solution. Chromium is expected to remain as soluble chromate ion
and be removed from the insoluble fraction of the Hanford Site waste. In this
oxidizing aqueous medium, the transuranic actinides (neptunium, plutonium, and
americium), if oxidized to the (V), or higher oxidation state, are expected to
report to the solution phase.

7.3 EXPERIMENTSWITH SIMULATEDANDGENUINEHANFORDSITE WASTE

Experiments with simulated Hanford Site waste confirmed the highly-
oxidizing and corrosive conditions available in the molten sodium hydroxide.
Materials of construction investigated for laboratory calcination (fusion)
experiments showed alumina to be most resistant, of the materials tested, to
attack by molten sodium hydroxide. Evidence of highly oxidizing conditions
available in the NaOHmelt was shown in the rapid conversion of chromium (III)
hydroxide to chromate and the formation of iron (VI) species from iron (III)
oxide.

Experiments with simplified waste compositions confirmed the solubility
characteristics of sodium aluminate, carbonate, and phosphate. Formation of
slightly soluble sodium aluminosilicates occurred in the C/D processing of
materials containing silica and aluminum hydroxide. The formation of slightly
soluble calcium hydroxyphosphate (apatite) was also observed in C/D processing
of simulated waste containing calcium ion and phosphate. The release of
phosphate from precipitation by calcium was observed if carbonate was included
in simulated waste formulations having calcium ion and phosphate.

Calcination kinetics tests were conducted using waste simulating the
contents of Tank 101-STY and a hypothetical composite waste based on the
entire Hanford Site waste tank inventory. The tests confirmed nitrate
decomposedthermally,through nitrite, and that nitrite, in turn, was rapidly
decomposedto form hydroxide. About 20 minutesof calcinationat 850 °C were
required to effect 90% nitrate decomposition. Organic carbon and chromium
(III) hydroxideoxidationoccurredwithin I to 3 minutes. Calcinationbeyond
about 20 minutes' time had little effect on other elements'behaviors.

Calcinationand dissolutionof simulantsdestroyed90% or more of the
containedTOC, nitrate, and nitrite. The TOC convertedquantitativelyto TIC
(carbonate). Aluminum,chlorine,chromium,potassium,sodium,lead, sulfur,
and silicondissolvedentirelywhile the alkalineearths, bismuth, and the
transitionmetals, other than chromium,(iron,zirconium,manganese) remained
in the insolubleresidue.

7-2
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Calcination and dissolution tests with genuine waste materials obtained
from Tanks 107-BX, 104-S, and IO1-STY generally confirmed the behaviors of the
principal chemical componentsobserved in tests with simulants. The C/D tests
with genuine waste were conducted in parallel with simple water dissolution of
the samewaste materials, and the results of the two waste treatments were
compared.

. The tests demonstrated that redistribution of aluminum and chromium from
solid phases to the solution phase (i.e., from the HLWto the LLWstream)
could be effected via C/D processing. Therefore, sharp reductions in the

- amount of insoluble residueremainingafter the C/D treatmentswere noted when
comparedwith residuesremainingfollowingsimplewater washing. A sodium
fluoride-sodiumphosphatedouble salt was also observed in the C/D residue
from I07-BXwaste. This salt, however,has moderatewater solubility(similar
to trisodiumphosphate). Manganesetended to become more solublewith C/D
processing. Like the case for chromium,the distributionof manganeseto the
solutionphase was attributedto oxidativedissolutionby conversionfrom an
insolubleoxide or hydroxideto a solubleanion (in this case, manganateor
permanganate)in a higher oxidationstate.

The distributionof six radioelementswere measured: technetium,
strontium,cesium,neptunium,plutonium,and americium. For most experiments
(whetherwater-washor C/D), cesium and technetiumreportedto the solution
phase,while strontiumand americium,except in the case of water-washedwaste
containingsignificantorganiccarbon,reportedto the solid phase. Neptunium
concentrationswere near analyticaldetectionlimitsmaking observationof
neptunium'sdistributiondifficult. Plutoniumtended to become more soluble
with C/D processing. The plutoniumbehaviorthus followedthe behavior of
manganeseand chromium,and it appearedthat oxidativedissolutionof
plutonium(IV) hydratedoxide occurred.
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Westinghouse Internal
Hanford Company Memo

From: ProcessChemistryLaboratory 12110-PCL93-046
Phone: 3-2529 T6-og
Date: June 7, 1993

, Subject: FORMULATIONAND PROCEDUREFOR COMPREHENSIVEHANFORDHIGH-LEVEL
WASTE SIMULANT

To: C.H. Delegard T6-09

cc: D. R. Bratzel L5-31
S. A. Colby LB-31
G. E. Culley NI-21

. M. Hohl _ S4-25• R Jewett_l_ T6-og
R. C. KnightU'_ L6-38
J• P Sloughter T6-07
BEH File/LB

References: (I) InternalMemo, C. H. Delegard and B. E. Hey to G. E.
Culley,"Compositionsof Tanked HanfordHigh-LevelWaste
Types"dated March 31, 1993.

(2) Boomer,K. D., 1993, "Tank Waste TechnologyOptions
Report,"WHC-EP-0616,Rev. 0 (Draft),Westinghouse
HanfordCompany,Richland,Washington.

(3) InternalMemo, J. S. Garfieldto J. N. Appel,
"TWRS SystemsEngineeringStudy DoubleShell Tank Waste
Inventories,"Rev. I," dated September18, 1992.

An advantageof a calcination/dissolution(C/D) high-levelwaste (HLW)
remediationprocess is that this processis suitableto a broad range of
tank wasteson the Hanfordsite. There are, however,a few waste tanks
which containabnormallyhigh concentrationsof certainchemicalspecies.
It is difficultto say how well C/D methodswould work on those tankswith
radicallydifferentchemicalinventories. At the same time, the numberof
possiblewaste componentinteractionsare impossibleto test individually
under C/D conditions• A first approachto identifyingprobleminteractions

* would be to te_t C/D on a comprehensiveHanfordHLW compositesimulant
containingall major HLW components• Such a formulationwas preparedfor
this purpose• This letterdescribesthe formulationand procedurefor

" making this HLW simulant.

The comprehensiveHanfordHLW simulantconsistsof the 27 most abundant
chemical species(on a mole basis) listed in the HLW column in Table I of
ReferenceI. This waste material is thereforea mixtureof the 27 most
abundantchemicalsfound in the inventoryof chemicalconstituentspresent
in both the single shell (Reference2) and double shell (Reference3)
undergroundwaste storagetanks.
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C. H. Delegard 12110-PCL93-046
Page 2
June 7, 1993

ReferenceI, however,listed the chemicalconstituentsin units of mole
fractionand did not make any effort to indicatethe phase or chemical
nature of the chemicalconstituents. In order to make a formulationwhich
containedthe 27 chemicalconstituentsin the correctproportionsit was
necessaryto convertthe chemical constituentsinto the most probable
chemical compoundswhich would make up the Hanford HLW. This conversion
processturned out to be an exercise in analyticalmass and charge balancing
and acid-basechemistry. It was discoveredthat the mole fractionvalues
reported in ReferenceI resulted in an excess of cationicspecies in the
formulation. Since sodium cation is the most plentifulcationicspecies in
the comprehensiveHanfordHLW, the concentrationof sodium in the simulant
is less by 7.58 g/kg than reported in ReferenceI.

Attachment I containsa table which lists the chemical constituentsin the
comprehensiveHartfordHLW simulant. The table also lists the most probable
chemical compoundspresentand the chemicalcompoundswhich were actually
used to make the comprehensiveHanford HLW simulant. The cation/anion
imbalanceis reflectedin the value for Na listed under "ChemicalSpecies"
in the table. Values in the column headedwith "Mole Fraction"refer to the
moles of a chemical constituentper one unit measure of the comprehensive
Hanford HLW. Values in columnsheaded as "g/kg(soln)"refer to the amount
in grams of a particularchemical speciesor compound per a 1000 gram sample
of either the actualHLW or HLW simulant.

Attachment 2 describesthe procedurewhich was actually used to preparethe
comprehensiveHartfordHLW simulant.

If you have any questionsplease call me at 373-2529.

____ed Sc,entistB. E. He_ _ova_( "
Process_ Laboratory

tth

Attachments (2)

i
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12110-PCL93-046
ATTACHMENTI
Page 1 of I

Table !. ComprehensiveHanfordHLW and HLW Simulant.ChemicalConstituents.

• COMPREHENSIVEHANFORDHLW COMPREHENSIVEHANFORDHLW
THEORETICALCHEMICALINVENTORY SIMULANT

i ii , i i i im i i i LILi

. Chemical Constituent ChemicalSpecies_ ChemicalCompound

, ,.Anetyte Note Fraction Ccx_und g/kg.(soLn)..... Reege._ FormuLabit g/kg(sotn}'il ii

H20 ,,. 4.53e-0 ! , N20 2.97e+02, , H20 ,..1,8.0152. , 1.96e+02

Xa 2.64e- 01 t ( Na+} - 7.58e+00 Na. 22.98977 O.OOS+O0

NO3,(- ) , 1.47e-01 ,..NAN03 A.A7e+O2 NON03 84.9%67 4.06e+0,2,

OH( - ) 9.26e- 02 NeON 4.17e+01 NaOH 39.997i;7' 5.63e+01

NO2(-) 1.73e-02 , NaNO2 , ,, 4.34e_01 NAN02, , 68.99527 4.49e+01

,,At ,, 1.38s-02 WMt (OH)4 5.93e+01 HeAt.(OH)4 118.00051 ,, 6.12e+01,

• P04(3- ) 7.85e-03 Wa3P04 .4.68e+01 Xa3P04.12H20, 380.12307 1.12e+02

• TOC 5.54e-03 Na Acetate 8.27e+00 X_c.3X20 50.024735 9.76e+00
,, , , ,, , ,, ., , , ..

F(-} 4.81e-03 XaF 7.35e+00 NiF ;1.98817"3 7.60e+00
, ,, . , , , .,, m.

.,C,03(2-} 3.72e-03 Xa2¢:.0.,3, 1.63e+01 Na2C03.HZO 124.00394 1.74e+01

K 2.45e-03 KN03 9.01e+O0 KN03 101.1032 7.39e+00

S04(2- ) .1.74e-03 Na2S04 , 8.99e+00 Na2S04"10H20,' 3_.2.18914 .., 2.11e_01

SJ 1.49e- 03 Na2Si03 6.62e+00 HaZe!03" 9H20 284.2000/, 1.59e+01

Fe 1.09e-03 Fe(OH)3 .... &..26e+O0, FeCN03)3"9H,.20 603.9985 , .1 !'66e'_01 ,.

Ct(-) ,, 1.02e-,..03, NaCt 2.17e+00 NaCt 58.44277 2.24,e+00

Zr 5.11e-04 Zr(OX)/, 2.96e+00 Zr(N03)/, 339.2396 6.52e+00

Ca , 2.99e-,04, Ca(OH)2 ,_ 8.06e-0,1 Ca(N,03)2"6H20 176.1506 1.98e+00.

,N,! , ,, ?.,.67e-04 Nf(OX)2 , , 9.01e-01 N,.t,(N03,)2"6H20 290.801 .2.92e_00

Cr 2.58e,-,.04" CrCOH)3 9.67e-01 .... Cr(NO3)3"9H2o , /*00.167S 3.88e*00

Mn 2.03e-04 Mn(OH)2 6.57e-01 MnCN03)2SOT 178.9/.78 1.37e+00

Pb ..... 1.77e-04 Pb(OH)2 ...... 1.SSe+O0.. Pb(Ac)2"3H20 325.289 . ,. 2.17e+00

Ce. , , 1.60e-04 Ce(oH)3 9.76e-01 ,,Ce(NO3)3.6H20, ,,.4,3/,.2259 2.29e_,00

Fe(CN)6(4-), 1.2.7e-0/, Na/,FeCN6 1.19ew.00 ,,, K6FeCX6.3H2.0,. 368.3464 1.76_00e

.Bi 1.,04e-06, . 8t,(0H)3 ,,, 9.86e-01 81()103,)3'5H?.0 , 485.0711,_ , 1.90e+00.

Sr I,, 3"/.2e'0_ . sr(N03)2 2.63e-,01 St!No3)2 211.6298 2.72e-01 ,
a

g I. 96e-05 Na2B/,O? 3.59e-02 Ne2B/,07.IOH20 95.341835 7.03e-02

Mg 1.83e-05 Mc_(OH)2 ,3.88e-02 NfI(N03)2.6N20 256./*06 1.76e-01

Totals 0.9995815 1000 1000

'* T()C to;ca1 ot-ganlc carbon iAcetat.e use_ in this fo_'mulal:ion)
t Measureof cation/anionimbalance.
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ATTACHMENT2
Page I of I

PREPARATIONOF THE COMPREHENSIVEHANFORDHLW SIMULANT.

g

I. Tare weight a 2000 mL beakerw/large stirbarand add to it
approximately50 mLs HzO. Stir gently.

2. Startingwith Mg(NO3")_.6H20,in reverse order add all the
chemicalsthrough Na3POA.12H_O. Rinse the weigh boat after each
addition with a few mLs of l_zOand add the rinsateto the beaker
as well.

I
l

3. After step 2, the beaker should contain approximately340 mLs of
brown murky liquid with undissolvedsolids. Gently heat the
beaker to about 40"C. Continuestirring.

4. Add NaAI(OH)4 and let dissolve.

5. Turn heat off and add NaOH. Let dissolve.

6. Add NaNO3 and let dissolve.

7. Add NaNOz and let dissolve.

8. Heat beaker to 50-60"C. Maintain stirring and heat for two hours.

g. Remove from heat and let sit for two days (covered)without
stirring.

10. Reweigh beaker.

11. Carefullyand without agitationremove as much clear supernatant
liquid as possible. Weigh the supernatantliquid.

12. Heat the liquid to boiling and let boil until the weight loss is
enough to render a total net weight of the beaker and supernatant
Iiquid of 1000g.

13. Recombinethe boiled-downsupernatantto the contents in the
beaker. Stir gently for two hours.
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of NaOH/AI(OH)3/SlO2YFe203 mbdums:dala recorded pp. 8-11 & 10 inWHC-N-656 1

Makeup al md ut:_ merits, nm at 75°G f°r 3° minutes" Mokm Mc_ Patio NsOH Valmlmd_
Weights (g) NOOH AJ(OH)3 Si_ FeOI.S Mole Lost Ft. Lore

Expt Tare NaOH AI(OH)3 SIO2 F9203 NterWt QrNtmWt CrWtt.oss NoOH Ai(OH)3 SIO_ FeO1.5 SumMolm
1A 4O.9O6 49.694 _ 40.892 0.043 o2197 0.1607 _ 0.m o.422 0.6o0 0.06o

2A 42.493 _056 63.9o6 42.443 o.o5o 0_91 0.1043 0.39g4 0.719 0.6o0 0.2e2 0.6o0
3A 41.185 50.719 63.481 41.161 O.OQ4 0.2384 0.1596 0.3962 0.599 0.000 0.000 0.401
1 40.841 50.400 56.675 53.354 40.6ol 0.150 0_390 0,0004 0.3194 0.748 0.252 0,000 0.000 0.083 0.3474

2 42.401 52.025 56.857 53.964 42.349 0.052 0.2406 0.0804 0.3210 0.750 0.000 0.250 0.000 0.072 0.3008

3 41.156 50.799 57.211 56.279 41.G80 0.068 0.2410 0.0803 0.3213 0.750 0.000 0.000 0.250 0.023 0.(]Q67
4 36.713 46.270 51.865 48.747 48.799 36.615 0.096 0.2389 0.0400 0.0412 .. 0.3201 0.748 0.125 0.129 0.000 0.077 0.3206

5 48.691 53.572 56.701 43.885 54.545 48.552 0.139 0.2422 0.0401 0.0400 0.3223 0.751 o.124 0.000 0.124 0.054 0.2226
6 42.349 57.T71 44.810 48.019 55.915 42.266 0.083 02438 0.9410 0.0402 0.3250 0.750 0.000 0.126 0.124 0.046 0.1903

7 41.090 57.134 47.417 42.300 43.899 54.580 40.977 0.113 0.2429 0.0451 0.0201 0.0_00 0.3282 0.740 0.137 0.061 0.061 0.064 0.284g
8 38.618 51.796 42.180 39.034 40.6_-6 49.163 36.489 0.129 0.2404 0.0199 0.0402 0.0199 0.3205 0.750 0.062 0.125 0._M2 0.086 02738

9 49.552 56.304 48.586 41.766 44.998 54.374 43.429 0.123 0.2430 0.0204 0.0202 0.0405 0.3240 0.750 0.063 0.062 0.125 0.048 0.1986

AvWtLom 0.106
0.031

OisamlutinnanaJys4m.1st dikdJonruing 15mLfcx_ 1A-3A;18 mLfor ¢nq_s.1-9. 2rid _ uMng 15 roland 18 mLIIclMonmL _-
DqmsJly _ ot lsi Dil (ug/mL) C_ °l121KIOil (IJI0_ Fro:tim 0ks)lved - 1st 0i _ _-2nd Oil --r-I

Expt 1,* Oil 2rid 011 NO AI Si Fe Na AJ Sl Fe Na AI Si Fe No AI Si Fe Val+0b_ (,'1
1A 1.39 1.27 845 517 1.11 0.0446 603 390 0.841 0.0_0 _ 0.5016 0.3577 0.7162 0.5398 I'u'l

2A 1.41 1.30 960 3.86 383 0.(]QO3 640 2.57 272 <0.GQ 0.4887 0.39_4 0.6300 _ "0
0.388 408 0.3 0.4.98 0.138 0.3701 0.0001 0.4467 0.0001 I

_IA 1.11 1.15 676 0.278 0.654 0.79QQ 0.8804 1.137611 O
1 1.40 1.26 961 348 0.3 0.0_03 603 221 0.686 0.0_53 0.6428 0.6774
2 1.42 1.27 1010 4.06 335 <0.(]2 633 3.38 209 <0.02 0.6573 0.533Q 0.8239 0.(1882 1.124503 O1

3 1.19 1.12 916 6.22 0.482 0.E25 510 3.48 0.386 0.185 0.5951 0.(X)_ 0.6626 0.0003 0.759306 OI
4 1.19 1.16 641 20.4 38.6 <0.02 506 1U 26.0 <0.02 0.4201 0.0799 0.1200 0.6632 0.1481 0.1654 0.904(]Q9

5 1.31 1.26 744 1_i2 0.575 0.267 600 129 0.666 0.196 0.4810 0.5934 0.0005 0.7759 0.9837 0.0006 0.996438

6 1.36 1.21 901 3.97 184 9.54 520 2.37 107 9.11 0.5787 0.5758 0.0153 0.6679 0.G697 0.0292 0.856258
7 1.35 1.19 9GS 184 29.9 3.38 539 94.7 9.79 0.647 0.6220 0.6389 0.1839 0.0109 0.6948 0.6576 0.1248 0.0042 0.959734
8 1.27 1.18 902 29.6 67.7 4.58 502 13.9 33.4 2.18 0.5875 0.2327 0.2158 0.0148 0.6539 0.2185 0.2129 0.0141 0.927751

9 1.22 1.17 529 26.5 16.9 3.44 484 23.7 13.6 2.21 0.3409 0.2038 0.1072 0.0055 0.6239 0.3646 0.1726 0.0070 0.822472

F.xpt AI:Si:Fe SolidPhase POFnumber
1A 4:0:0 _

2A 0:4.'0 ol)aJ.Na,sillicale(Na2_ 38-448,22-1387

3A 0:0:4 _ & .N._:eO2 &30-1196
1 4.'0:0 gibbs_.e,baye_M(Al(OH)3) 7-324,15-138
2 0:4:0 opal(SiO2.H20) 38-448

3 0.'0:4 urdmownA
4 2:2:0 Na.AJ_PO4.H20 38-323

5 2.'O:2

6 0.'2:2 uriC(less cqfsl)
7 2:1:1 NWMSiPO4.H20 38-323

8 1._1 NmAISIPO4.H20 38.323
9 1:1:2 unkmwvnA&N&AJSIPO4 &38-323



expedmentsfor_ systemNaOH/AI(OH)3/Na3PO4/Na2CO3;recordedon pp. 16 &20 of WHO-N-e561

Makeup of meltexperknents,mn e_850C for 30 minute. _ Mole Ra_
We,oh_ (g) NaOH ,_(OH)3 _ N._:O3

Expt Tare NaOH N(OH)3 Na3PO4 Na2CO3 AfterWt CrAfterWt CrWtLo_ 15hzOH Ai(OH)3 Na3PO4 Na2CC)3 StxnMo4es
1 40.313 49.889 56.114 52.530 40.185 0.128 0.2394 0.0798 0.3192 0.750 0.250 0.000 0.000
2 42.146 51.779 82.183 65.057 42.101 0.045 02408 0.0800 0.32138 0.751 0,000 0249 0.000
3 36.044 45.670 55.588 54.033 56.021 0.023 02407 0.0800 0.3207 0.751 0.008 0.030 0249
4 40.189 49.776 52.933 68.183 58.002 40.165 0.024 0.2397 0.0405 0.0401 0.3203 0.748 0.128 0.125 0.000
5 42.101 51.713 54.833 56.787 56.880 42.015 0.086 02403 0.0400 0.0400 0.3203 0.750 0.125 0.000 0.125
6 56.021 45.684 60.908 65.865 56.392 35.911 0.110 02416 0o0401 0.9400 "0.3216 0.751 0.000 0.125 0.124
7 40.162 49.759 52.872 60.477 62.972 55.500 40.054 0.108 0.2399 0.03_ 0.0200 0.0201 0.3200 0.750 0.125 0.083 0.083
8 42.007 51.643 532.13 68.412 70.905 61.080 41.817 0.190 02409 0.0201 0.0400 0.(_01 0.3211 0.750 0.063 0.125 0.063
9 37.561 47.207 48.777 56.390 61.359 55.647 37.527 0.034 02412 0.0_01 0.0200 0.0401 0.3214 0.750 0.033 0.062 0.125

AvWtt.o_ O.O83
StDWILoml 0.054

-I"

I

Dissolutionmrmiysm.Fk_clikJtk)nusing36mL (g) 1-120.Secondcltlutionustng18mLH2Op iuswelghedam°tmtoffkutdikdi°ndum/" rrl
Concenln_on of 1stDE(ug/mL) Concm'd]lUonof 2rid 0il (ug[mL) "u

GO_ Na OH AI PO4 CC)3 I
Expt WtS&l-_ WlSubSam Na OH _ POt O"-.4

1 47.941 133000 65.45 49200 6.13 OI
2 56.911 5.828 40300 18.87 832 6160 OI
3 54.012 186000 99620 165 <3.85
4 53.640 5.519 36300 14790 4810 5280
5 49.686 177000 78710 _i00 <7.7
6 56.031 5.476 39300 17340 74.6 4470
7 51.410 5.200 29200 14399 4060 2420
8 54.937 5.529 40500 18029 2950 4890
9 53.976 5.430 38400 18190 2470 2780

Frac6onOtssolved- 1stDil FractionDtuolved - 2nd Oil

Expt Na OH AI PC)4 CO3 Na OH N PO4 CO3
I 0.8699 0.0006 0.8226
2 0.8476 0.0011 0.5781
3 0.7270 0.8762 0.0000 0.0000
4 0.9603 0.8110 0.9846 0.94.98
5 0.8655 0.6933 0.9374 0.0000
6 0.9108 0.9932 0.8480 0.0000
7 0.8489 0.8023 0.8574 0.8880 0.00001.0038 1.0051 1.2414 0.9023 0.00(X)
8 1.0013 1.0139 1.0399 1.0248 0.0030
9
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Aluminum Hydroxide:Sodium Hydroxk:kl:8odtumN_lle

From notebookRHO-RE-NB-247. pp. 58 & 58 beg moles
SAMPLE lab IDOl _ wt AI(OH)3g NaOH g NaNO3g clue w.qmm Al(OH)3mol NsOH mol NsNO3mol Nm
TE26A J1256 45.795 3.903 2.003 0.000 81,700 0.05004 0.05008 0.00000 0.05008 0/1.0
TE27A J1257 46.125 3.894 1.602 0.900 52,521 0.04992 0.04005 0.01059 0.05064 0.2/0.8
TF.28 J1207 50.299 3.870 1.263 1.703 57.135 0.04962 0.031515 0.02004 0.05161 0.4/0.6
TF.29 J1208 45.943 3.926 0.894 2.644 53.407 0.05033 0.02235 0.03111 0.05346 0.6/0.4

TE30 J1209 47.020 3.881 0.408 3.493 54.802 0.04976 0.01020 0.04109 0.05129 0.8/0.2

lverlge 1210/1211 47.622 3.915 0.000 4.261 55.793 0.05019 0.00000 0.05013 0.05013 1.0/0
TE31A J1211 49.769 3.924 0.005 4.287 57.980 0,05031 0.03000 0.05044 0.05044

t TE31 J12_0 45.474 3.906 0.030 4.235 53.605 0.05008 0.00030 0.04982 0.04982

SAMPLE Lab ID# um.w/H20 Waderadded AirOven difoven Ah Fum lossfurn. begin4um tare wt. cent cent&sernp wl lanlp
TE26A J1256 51.700 0.000 51.700 0.000 49.712 1.988 1.988 14.365 68.265 53.900

- TE27A J1257 82.265 9,744 52.251 0.270 50.508 1.743 2.013 14.t40 67.893 53.753
TE28 J1207 67.553 10,418 56.216 0.919 54.527 t.389 2.308 14.358 68.007 53.549
TF.29 Jlg0e 63.588 10.181 52.221 1.186 50.690 1.531 2.717 14.430 68.322 53,892

TE30 J1209 54.793 0.991 54.127 0.675 51.234 2.893 3.568 14.180 67.666 53,486

Ivemge 1210/1211 53.480 5.500 56.199 -0.407 81.820 4.379 3.972 14.328 87.781 53,453
TE31A J1211 63,370 5.390 58.800 -0.820 54.061 4.739 3.919 14.240 87.699 53,459
TF.31 J1210 63,589 5.609 53.598 0.007 49.579 4.019 4.026 14.416 67.863 53,447

SAMPLE LablD# super.mL wetum.wt.(g oent.prod,(g) drYlxod.(g) fln.c,m.wt.(g) orc. load(g)
TF,26A J1256 48 5.900 14,891 0.525 45.793 0.002

TF_.27A J1257 47 6.753 t7.101 2.961 46.113 0.012
TE28 J1207 47 6.549 17,091 2.733 50.275 0.024
TF.29 J1208 47 0.892 17.157 2.727 45.922 0.021
TE30 J1202 47 6.456 17.305 3.126 47.004 0.018

lveruge 1210/1211 47 6.453 16.918 2.590 47.012 0.009
TE31A J1211 47 0.459 16,209 1.969 49.781 0.008

TE31 J1210 47 6.447 17,626 3.210 45.453 0.011

_MdPLE Lib I0# OH (u(3/ml,_ NO2 (uG/mL) NO3 (uG/mL) 504 (uG/mL) NI (ug/mL) AI (uglmL) |
TF,26A J1256 7020 <11 <11 25.5 21400 8170
TF,27A J1257 7790 575 5220 <11 19800 8150

TE26 J1207 9210 537 4620 <11 22000 8940
TF.29 Jig08 9530 264 8880 28.5 22800 9540

TE30 J1209 11900 150 1990 32.4 21600 6310

averlge 1210/1211 9135 508.5 2138.5 16.75 21000 7975
] TE31A J1211 (1570 671 3400 < 11 21600 10300

TE31 J1210 11700 346 877 33.8 20400 5950

SAMPLE lab 10# N dissolved N dhmohred NO3 remain NO3 remain NO3 lost NO2 formed end OH OH formed NaNO3

g moles g moles g moles moles moles moles
TF.26A J1256 0,29510 0.01003 0,00000 0.00000 0.05000 0.00000 0.01982 -0.01932 0.00500
TE27A J1257 0,37670 0.01395 0,24534 0.00396 0.41113 0.00044 0.02154 -0.00458 0.01059

TE26 31207 0.40747 0.01509 0.21714 0._350 1.02505 0.00041 0.02546 0.00898 0.02004

TE29 ,,'1208 0,,13726 0.01619 0,27636 0.00446 1.65220 0.00020 0.02635 0.02019 0.03111
TE30 J1209 0.28810 0.01067 0.05353 0.00151 2.45431 0.03011 0.03290 0.03337 0.04109

uverage 121;)/1211 0,369_10 0.01370 0.10051 0.00152 3.00751 0.03039 0.02526 0.03895 0.05013
TE31A J1211 0.47956 0.01777 0,15880 0.00258 2.95719 0.00051 0.01816 0.03594 0.05044

TE31 J1210 0.25073 0.00962 0.04122 0.00066 3.04784 0.00026 0.03235 0.04197 0.04982
Fr.NO3Dec OH form + Lost

ridN:NO3 Frao NC)3 rst NO3:NO2 Na dis.(g) Ns dts.(rnol) moles NO3 remain NaOH
TF,26A J1250 0,00000 0.00000 1.02720 0.04456 -0.01932 0.01932

TF.2?A J1257 1,31756 0.37373 0.04117 0.93060 0.04046 -0.43078 -0.03017 0.01076
TE28 J1207 0,75,325 0.17480 0.02032 1.03400 0.04496 0.44819 0.01289 0.00715

TE29 J1208 0._;2064 0.14330 0.00643 1.07160 0.04659 0.54916 0.02485 0.00626
TE30 J1209 0.25866 0.03671 0.00277 1.01520 0.04414 0.81205 0.03499 0.00610

average J1211J_;210 0.27322 0.03234 0.00769 0.95700 0.04291 0.77742 0.04096 0.00917
TE31A J1211 0.35239 0.05110 0.01009 1.01520 0.04414 0.71253 0.03902 0.01141

-i TE31 J1210 0.19307 0.01334 0.(X)526 0.95880 0.04169 0.54230 0.04289 0.00693

_ dtsllol ht Ns dlsliol NO2/NO3
TF-.26A J1258 0.21843 0.89188

• TE27A J1257 0.27946 0.79902 0.11015

TE28 J1207 0.30417 0.87105 0.11(123
TF,29 J1208 0.32175 0.87156 0.04490

TE30 J1209 0.21445 0.86051 0.07538

evemge J1211J1210 0.27287 0.85005 0.23778
TE31A J1211 0.35328 0.87516 0.19735
TE31 J1210 0.19209 0.83669 0,30453
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